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Summary 
 
 
Flood Risk Assessment and Management Programme  
 
National Pluvial Screening Project for Ireland 
 
Report EX6335 
November 2010 
 
In August 2009, the Office of Public Works (OPW) invited tenders for a National Pluvial 
Screening Project as part of their overall Flood Risk Assessment and Management Programme. 
 
HR Wallingford was invited to do the work and was appointed in December 2009.  
 
The project started in January 2010 and the work was completed in June 2010. 
 
Objective  
The aim of the project is to screen the pluvial flood hazard (depths and velocity) arising from 
overland flow and ponding based on intense rainfall events and the associated flood risk across 
Ireland (excluding Northern Ireland).  In undertaking the study, best use of existing available 
data has been made. 
 
This is a first stage in a multi-stage evaluation of pluvial flood risk across Ireland, and future 
stages will use this project output to prioritise future detailed flood assessment projects. 
  
The results have been provided to OPW in a format that allows web-based storage and access in 
conformance with the Inspire protocols.  
 
Project deliverables 
The three principal deliverables from the project are: 
 
• Flood depth data - Maximum flood depth maps, 10m resolution, for 1:30, 1:100, 1:1,000 

year return periods.  
• Flood velocity data - Maximum flood velocity maps, 10m resolution (based on average 

velocity for each Impact Zone), for 1:30, 1:100, 1:1,000 year return periods.  
• Flood risk data – Expressed as the Expected Annual Damage (EAD) based on property 

damage, 100m resolution, for 1:5, 1:10: 1:30, 1:50, 1:100, 1:1000 year return periods. 
 

All data is provided in digital form. The database data is provided fully geo-referenced and in a 
format to facilitate use within a web-based environment.  
 
Discussion / Résumé 
As with all modelling of complex processes a large number of assumptions have been made in 
carrying out this work. These are summarised in outline below. 
 
• Depression / interception storage has been universally applied as 5mm for all rainfall events. 

This is a mechanism to allow for initial losses at the beginning of an event. 
• An ARF has been applied to all rainfall events based on the FSR. 
• The proportion of runoff is based on deducting a loss rate from rainfall.  

− For rural areas this is based on soil type using the runoff formula from IH report 124 for 
the 100 year 6 hour event. Typical values range from 3 to 8mm/hr.  
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Summary continued 
 
 

− For urban areas the loss model is based on an assessment of the pipe system to cater for 
the runoff from an assessment of the performance of three network models. This has 
been assumed to be 15mm/hr. 

• Rural areas and their soil type are based on a SOILS map which closely corresponds with 
the FSR soils map for Ireland. This was previously reproduced by HR Wallingford.  

• Urban areas are defined by a number of categories provided by the Corine 2000 data set.  
• Depth damage calculations are based on floor levels equal to ground levels for all 

properties. 
 
The whole of Ireland was divided into nearly 100 Basins of up to 1000km2. This limit was 
necessitated by the modelling limits for using RFSM. It should be noted that these basin sizes 
are far larger in extent than would be feasible if any other modelling tool was used. 
 
There are no issues regarding model stability due to simple routing mechanism utilised.  
 
The output meets the objectives set by OPW and provide the starting point for more detailed 
investigation of locations which might suffer from excessive flooding from extreme rainfall 
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1. Introduction 
This section outlines the purpose and content of this project. 

1.1 INVITATION BY OPW 

In August 2009, the Office of Public Works (OPW) invited tenders for a National 
Pluvial Screening Project as part of their overall Flood Risk Assessment and 
Management Programme. 
 
HR Wallingford was invited to do the work and was appointed in December 2009.  
 
The project started in January 2010 and the work was completed in June 2010. 

1.2 OBJECTIVE  

The aim of the project is to screen the pluvial flood hazard (depths and velocity) arising 
from overland flow and ponding based on intense rainfall events and the associated 
pluvial flood risk across Ireland (excluding Northern Ireland).   
 
Pluvial flooding is defined as flooding which results from rainfall-generated overland 
flow and / or ponding, which may occur during or immediately after intense rainfall 
events, before the runoff enters any watercourse or sewer. Pluvial flooding distinguishes 
itself from flooding associated with high river flows (fluvial) or high tidal surges 
(coastal). In practice there is a transitional grey area between fluvial and pluvial 
flooding. 
 
In undertaking the study, best use of existing available data has been made. 
 
This is a first stage in a multi-stage evaluation of pluvial flood risk across Ireland, and 
future stages will use this project output to prioritise future detailed flood assessment 
projects. 
  
The results have been provided to OPW in a spatially referenced format in accordance 
with the Inspire protocol that will allow efficient storage for web-based access.  

1.3 PROJECT DELIVERABLES 

The three principal deliverables from the project will be: 

• Flood depth data - Maximum flood depth maps, 10m resolution, for 1:30, 1:100, 
1:1,000 year return periods.  

• Flood velocity data - Maximum flood velocity maps, 10m resolution, for 1:30, 
1:100, 1:1,000 year return periods.  

• Flood risk data – Expressed as the Expected Annual Damage (EAD) based on 
property damage, 100m resolution, for 1:5, 1:10: 1:30, 1:50, 1:100, 1:1,000 year 
return periods. 

 
All data is provided in digital form. The database data is provided fully geo-referenced 
and in a format to facilitate use within a web-based environment.  
 
This report summarises the project assumptions, method of approach and all related 
aspects of the study. 
 
A list of the full set of deliverables for this project is given in Section 6 Results. 
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2. Project Context 

Flood risk in Ireland has historically been addressed through the use of structural or 
engineered solutions to existing problems, such as through the implementation of flood 
relief schemes to protect towns/areas already at risk. In line with internationally 
changing perspectives, the Irish Government has adopted a new policy in 2004 that 
shifts the emphasis in addressing flood risk towards a catchment-based, and pro-active, 
approach for identifying and managing existing, and potential future, flood risk, and, in 
the case of this study, pluvial flood risk. 
 
This study is part of a strategy to address the requirements of the EU Directive on the 
assessment and management flood risks (2007/60/EC), the ‘Floods’ Directive. A 
requirement of the ‘Floods’ Directive is that Member States undertake a Preliminary 
Flood Risk Assessment to identify Areas of Potentially Significant flood Risk (APSRs), 
from fluvial, tidal, coastal and other sources of flooding by 2011. The purpose of this 
contract is to develop the information necessary to identify potential APSRs at risk of 
pluvial flooding. 
 
More detailed analysis of the pluvial flood risk will be undertaken to confirm and 
address areas of concern identified in the APSRs for pluvial flooding. 

2.1 OTHER DRIVERS FOR THE PROJECT 

The importance of pluvial flooding has been recognised in Ireland for sometime. For 
example the Arterial Drainage Act 1945 requires the OPW to undertake catchment-
wide arterial drainage schemes to reduce flooding.  This was amended under the 
Arterial Drainage (Amendment Act) 1995, to shift the emphasis towards the protection 
of urban areas subject to flooding.  Neither Act excludes pluvial flooding; however to 
date the focus has been on fluvial and coastal flooding. 
 
Within Ireland, the Report of the Flood Policy Review Group concluded that the OPW 
should be the lead agency for implementing (a pro-active) flood risk management 
policy, with a particular emphasis to avoid or minimise potential future increases in risk. 
 
The Guidelines on the Planning System and Flood Risk Management were published 
by the OPW and Dept. of Environment, Heritage and Local Government in November 
2009, under Section 28 of the Planning Act.  This introduced mechanisms for the 
incorporation of flood risk identification, assessment and management into the planning 
process, including risk arising from pluvial flooding.  The OPW will provide assistance 
to the planning authorities in their implementation of these guidelines at a national level 
by developing flood maps and catchment-based Flood Risk Management Plans 
(FRMPs) in partnership with local authorities, the Environmental Protection Agency 
and other relevant departments and bodies in accordance with national flood policy and 
the EU Floods Directive.  
 
Climate change will result in changes to rainfall, which will have a direct impact on the 
severity and frequency of surface water flooding in the future.  Furthermore, it is likely 
that there will be an increase in urban areas in the future, which will further reduce the 
permeability of catchments.  The Climate Change: Regional climate model predictions 
for Ireland published in 2005 indicates that there will be significant increase in rainfall 
in the winter months, leading to potential significant increases in severity and 
occurrence of extreme pluvial flood events.  
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3. Project Team and Management 

The Project Director was Paul Sayers and the Project Manager was Richard Kellagher.  
On the OPW side, Mark Adamson was the project Director and John Martin was the 
project manager. 
 
As the project was highly technical in nature, the technical staff were encouraged to 
have direct access to the technical liaison engineer(s) in the OPW, but with all 
communications being copied to all management staff. The principal technical liaison 
engineer in the OPW was Oliver Nicholson. 
 
Discussions were held with Dublin City Council during the project on the issue of sewer 
systems performance, but local authority involvement was otherwise minimal. 
 
Each of the key staff and their expertise are detailed in Figure 3.1. 

3.1 MEETINGS 

A close working relationship was maintained with most communication being made by 
e-mail to ensure an audit trail on all discussions and decisions.  
 
Three meetings (start-up and two progress meetings) were held in the Offices of OPW. 
Minutes of these meetings are provided in appendix 10.  
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4. Project Method 

This chapter summarises all the data and tools used and the method of approach. To 
avoid becoming overly technical and extended, the information is kept brief and written 
for a wide audience, while those who wish to gain an in-depth understanding can find 
additional information in the appendices. 

4.1 TECHNICAL APPROACH  

There are three principal deliverables: 
 
• Flood depth maps –ponded and transient flood depths. 
• Flood velocity maps –averaged flood velocities. 
• Flood risk maps –a quantitative assessment of economic damage to property 

(expressed as the Expected Annual Damage). 
 
An overview of our proposed approach is given in Figure 4.1 below.   
 
The principal stages of the project were: 
 
• Create ‘Basin’ catchments for the whole of Ireland 
• Process the rainfall to produce hyetographs 
• Estimate the effective rainfall (after losses) based on soil type or urban surface 
• Simulate the 2D propagation of pluvial flood waters across the topography using 

the Rapid Flood Spreading Model (RFSM) 
• Process for maximum flood depth and velocity 
• Evaluate the associated damages and calculated EAD 
• Produce all output into a database suitable for showing the results on the web.  
 
The data needed for this work are described briefly below, followed by detail on each of 
the technical elements of the project. More detailed explanation, where appropriate, is 
provided in the report appendices. 

4.2 DATA PROVIDED BY THE OPW 

The project has utilised a range of data provided by the OPW. The following 
summarises the information available, whether it was used or not. Comments are 
provided as appropriate.  
 
• Topographic data 

National Digital Height Model (Radar DTM). This is at 5m horizontal resolution 
and 0.01m vertical resolution with a stated accuracy of 0.5m RMSE collected in 
2007. 
 
Some LIDAR information was available and provided, but this was very limited in 
extent. It was decided that its inclusion (splicing it into the Radar data) was likely 
to result in a small difference in the ground levels at the interface which would 
probably result in false reporting of flooding as a result. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of data and modelling process 

The Radar data was re-sampled at 10m resolution and compiled to a catalogue to enable 
rapid use within ArcGIS.  
 
• Catchment descriptors 

Information was provided with national coverage for: 
− BFI soil  
− SOIL 
− Corine 2000 
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In addition HR Wallingford has already created a digital SOIL map based on FSR 
information for use on another project. 
 
Soil information 
It was decided to use the SOIL map information as the basis for the method of 
approach to determine net rainfall runoff using an FSR related formula which 
utilised SOIL as the principal parameter. Although less accurate and less detailed 
than BFI-soil and the ‘soils and sub-soils’ information, it was agreed that the 
uncertainty associated with the assessment of net runoff did not warrant trying to 
derive an alternative method using this information in the absence of a generic 
runoff formula based on these parameters. 
 
Urban extents 
Although the Corine data was considered to be becoming obsolete, the level of 
resolution on urban descriptors is much higher than that in the SOIL data. The 
following layers in Corine 2000 were used to provide the urban extents for all 
villages, towns and cities across Ireland; 
 

111     Continuous Urban Fabric 
112     Discontinuous Urban Fabric 
121     Industrial and Commercial Units 
122     Road and Rail Networks 
123     Sea Ports 
124     Airports 
 

• Digi-towns and Digi-cities 
160 digi-towns and cities are a set of Tiff images which are not geo-referenced. 
Website www.osi.ie provides further information. 
 
The project did not use this information, preferring to use the 1:50,000 mapping 
data. 
 

• Rivers and streams 
Vector network of drainage channels (rivers, streams, etc.) 
  
These data were in ideal format and were used in conjunction with the hydrometric 
data in defining the basins for the project. 
 

• Rainfall data 
Met. Eireann rainfall-depth-duration-frequency data on a 2km grid was provided in 
suitable formats. 
 
The existing spatial rainfall database tool, developed by HR Wallingford, was 
populated with this information and summer profile storms based on the 
Wallingford Procedure were produced (in accordance with discussions and agreed 
with the OPW).  
 
Rainfall profiles were developed for a range of return periods and durations. 
 
A facility to remove the first part of a rainfall event was developed to represent 
‘depression storage’ and 5mm was the agreed value to be used. 
 

• Geo-directory 
Address point information was used for assessing economic damage costs. 

http://www.osi.ie/�
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These files have been compiled into a spatially referenced database ready for 
integration with the modelled depth data within the economic damage assessment 
tools. The data was suitable for calculation of damage costs. 
 

• Historic Flood Database 
This data has not been used 

 
• Discovery Maps 1:50,000 

Geo-referenced national scale raster maps for using as a context layer for flood 
mapping information. 

 
• Maps 1:5,000 

These were of limited value to the project as this shows only land register-type 
data (roads and properties extent). These data have not been used. 

 
• Aerial Photography 

Ortho-rectified imagery panchromatic aerial photography (captured simultaneously 
as the above DTM data) with a ground pixel resolution of 62.5cm and a horizontal 
accuracy of 2m was available nationally. This data set was not used. 

 
• Hydrometric Catchments  

Hydrometric areas converted to ArcGIS, and individual files merged to provide a 
‘shape’ file covering all of Ireland. The data provides a good dataset to provide the 
primary source of information for delineating the basin model domains. 

 
• Economic Risk 

A report from a previous economic assessment of damage study was provided by 
OPW which described conversion "mapping" tables between the MCM and the An 
Post Geodirectory; “MS005.CostBenefitAnalysis_v1.0.MCD.pdf”. 
 
Currency conversion was based on two tables – “CPI 1975_2009.pdf” provides the 
percentage change in Consumer Price Index from year-to-year, and allows the 
assessment of the change in the value of money for the present day. The second 
table “PPP 2000 to 2009.xls” is a table of Purchasing Power Parity, based on the 
unit of USD, for converting value-of-money from one jurisdiction to another. 
 
In addition, information relating to particular assumptions was provided by OPW 
to supplement the standard approach used by HRW for EAD calculation. The 
methods and assumptions used to calculate EAD are detailed in Appendix 9.  

4.3 BASIN DEVELOPMENT FROM HYDROMETRIC CATCHMENTS  

The whole of Ireland has been sub-divided into a series of independent flood basins 
created using the hydrometric catchment data and river network data. The size of each 
Basin is limited to a maximum of 1000km2 based on a flood cell resolution of 10m x 
10m to allow RFSM to be used. Each basin is then divided into sub-catchment areas 
called Impact Zones which are used to route the flood water. The maximum number of 
Impact Zones in a Basin is 1500.  
 
This process of creating Basins of a suitable size resulted in a total of 87 Basins (Figure 
4.2). 
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Figure 4.2 Basins created from the hydrometric catchment data 
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4.4 RAINFALL TOOL AND PROCESSING 

Met Eireann rainfall was made available as 2km grid Depth-Duration-Frequency rainfall 
information. This data was provided as geo-referenced depth information on a 
spreadsheet for a range of return periods and durations. This information has been 
loaded into a spatial rainfall database.  
 
As this data needs to be converted into hyetographs for routing within RFSM, a decision 
was needed as to the profile to use. It was agreed with the client that the FSR summer 
rainfall profile should be produced. This was based on the higher intensities of the 
summer storm, though as the volumes are no different from the winter profile, this 
decision is thought to not be a significant issue. 
  
The spatial rainfall tool exports the gross rainfall as a set of files which allows the 
different rainfall depths to be applied across the catchment. However prior to creation of 
the final form of the hyetograph, the initial rainfall depth removes this depression 
storage depth, by subtracting it from the hyetograph. An agreed value of 5mm was used 
for this depth. This is shown in Figure 4.4 as Depression storage.  
 
A correction factor, referred to as the Areal Reduction Factor, needs to be applied to the 
rainfall as the basin is a large catchment. This means that the rainfall intensity needs to 
be reduced from its point rainfall intensity to take account of the average amount of rain 
that takes place across the whole catchment at the same time. 
 
More detail on the spatial rainfall tool and the creation of the hyetographs can be found 
in Appendix 3. 

4.5 FLOOD PROPAGATION TOOL (RFSM) 

The Rapid Flood Spreading Model (RFSM) is a tool that has been specifically 
developed by HR Wallingford to route flood waters accurately and quickly (in terms of 
runtime) across large spatial scales for multiple events. The original purpose of the tool 
was to address the new Risk based system methods which required considerable 
analytical computational capability. As a result this tool is ideally suited to addressing 
national scale flood evaluation.  
 
The model is based on a storage cell concept (see below) and is capable of simulating 
maximum flood depths, flow paths and velocities with exceptional computational 
efficiency making it ideal for use in broad scale flood risk analysis simulations. 
 
A number of supporting GIS tools and techniques have also been developed that enable 
rapid set up and model configuration and linkage with consequence models as well as 
the mapping of the results from the RFSM. 
 
Figure 4.3 illustrates the characteristics of the tool. There are two stages to the model; 
the first is the development of Impact Zones. These are flood routing sub-catchments. 
They can be any size and are defined by the topography of the catchment. Within each 
Impact Zone the area is sub-divided into Impact Cells. Routed flood water uses the 
Impact Zones using input hydrographs with any defined time step (rainfall or point 
flows). Water passes from Impact Zone to Impact Zone via the communication points 
(shown in Figure 4.3). The calculation of average velocity is based on the routing of 
water between Impact Zones. The flood volume is then distributed to the Impact Cells to 
determine flood depths (accumulation points). 
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Figure 4.3 RFSM tool schematic 

4.6 CALCULATION OF RUNOFF FROM RAINFALL 

The amount of runoff that takes place from the total rainfall is relatively small. There 
are a number of methods and models for doing this, but it is important to recognise that 
the variability of the earth’s surface (soil characteristics, slope, vegetation cover, season, 
soil wetness, urbanisation, rainfall intensity and total depth) results in a wide range of 
runoff response. It is therefore recognised that accuracy of predicting runoff is going to 
be limited whatever method is used and therefore there was a need to be pragmatic.  
 
The method developed for this project was based on the premise that: 
 
1. It is easily applied to the whole project, and 
2. It is based on existing science to justify the logic used. 
 
There are two principal categories for developing appropriate methodologies. The first 
is the assumption that soil characteristics are the principal feature which controls the 
runoff volume, while the second is that in urban areas drainage networks will control the 
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extent of flooding. Each of these methods is detailed fully in appendices 5 and 6, and 
these are briefly explained here in the following two sections. 

4.6.1 Rural loss model 

For both the rural loss model and urban model the concept is detailed in the Figure 4.4. 
This shows that there is a gross rainfall depth which is produced for the given duration 
as a summer profile as defined in the Wallingford Procedure Volume 1 (1981). From 
this depth an interception amount is removed, agreed as being 5mm, from the initial 
depth.  
 

 

Figure 4.4 Rainfall profile and losses 

The rainfall hyetograph is then applied to the surface and a loss model, in terms of an 
equivalent infiltration rate, is then used to reduce the runoff volume. This occurs 
throughout the rainfall event and beyond if the model is run for longer. Figure 4.4 
illustrates the process followed.  
 
Figure 4.5 shows how the infiltration losses are applied in RFSM. 
 

 

Figure 4.5 Effective infiltration loss model run in RFSM 
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The loss model rate is calculated by first estimating the runoff proportion by using 
FSSR 16 (see appendix 5) and then assuming the lost volume takes place at each time 
step over the duration of the storm event. The net runoff is then routed. This loss is 
applied as an intensity and can be considered as being the effective infiltration rate. This 
can therefore be applied both during and after rainfall occurs to take account of the fact 
the water is being routed in time across the ground, which may vary in its characteristics 
(SOIL type) for each Impact Zone.  
 
The transfer of flow between Impact Zones is based on a weir equation applied to the 
length – level relationship for each communication boundary line. 
 
The estimate of runoff proportion in FSSR 16 approximates to the simple assumption 
that the percentage runoff is approximately equal to SPR. This is discussed in more 
detailed in appendix 5. There are 5 soil types as defined in the Flood Studies Report. 
Their respective SPR values are: 
 
S1 = 0.1 
S2 = 0.3 
S3 = 0.37 
S4 = 0.47  
S5 = 0.53 

 
Therefore for Soil type 5 a runoff coefficient of approximately 0.53 results in a loss of 
47%. This loss can be computed over the duration of the event as an equivalent intensity 
of rainfall to simulate a continuous infiltration process. 
 
However there are a number of limitations with this simple approach of determining the 
proportion of runoff. These are: 
 
1. Different rainfall return periods have different depths of rain, which will result in 

different effective infiltration rates being calculated for each event,  
2. Different durations will also result in different effective infiltration rates being 

calculated, and  
3. The runoff proportion actually in practice increases through the event as it gets 

more saturated. 
 
The increase in return periods resulting in increased infiltration rates is clearly a 
reasonable assumption, but the relationship is not linearly correlated. Similarly point 3 
can also be accepted in that the average effect from a symmetrically applied storm is 
likely to provide an element of compensation for this effect. 
 
However the effect of increased duration, when there is more rainfall depth for any 
given return period, actually has a reducing average intensity of rainfall. This means that 
the calculated effective infiltration will also drop. This is a more significant failing of 
the method. Apart from being intuitively incorrect, it also has the effect of making the 
longest storm duration the critical event as the lowest rate of infiltration is applied to the 
model. 
 
Following an investigation using a pilot study, it was decided to use the 100 year 6 hour 
event as the basis for calculating the infiltration rate used by all soil types. Typical 
infiltration rates for the 100 year 6 hour event are: 
 
S1 = 8.6mm/hr 
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S2 = 6.9mm/hr 
S3 = 5.9mm/hr 
S4 = 4.9mm/hr  
S5 = 4.3mm/hr 

 
These values are exactly calculated in the modelling work as the calculated intensity is 
dependent on rainfall depth and this varies across the country. 
 
The choice of the 100 year 6 hour event was considered suitable (and agreed) because: 
 
1. The formula for FSSR 16 is only applicable for large events, and 
2. The use of a single infiltration rate ensured realistic assessment of critical duration 

events. 

4.6.2 Urban loss model 

The same approach was proposed for determining an effective infiltration rate (loss 
model) to represent the effect of urban drainage systems in the urban environment. As it 
was impractical to run InfoWorks CS urban drainage models for the whole of Ireland, 
even if they existed for every urban area, the methodology had to try and take account 
of the characteristics of the drainage network. 
 
Theoretically piped drainage systems aspire to provide a level of service of a 1:30 year 
return period, though this is rarely actually provided. Knowing this, and also that the 
critical duration for much of a standard drainage system is around 1 hour (from 
experience of carrying out drainage modelling studies), a theoretical loss model of 
around 25 to 30mm/hr (approximately the average intensity for a 30 year 1 hour event) 
could be assumed. However it is known that in practice that the existing drainage 
system is severely overloaded in many towns and cities and, in addition, that the 
variability in network performance (throttles in the system) will result in focused points 
of flooding. 
 
To address these limitations, it was felt that an analysis needed to be carried out to 
determine a suitable effective infiltration rate, and three InfoWorks CS models were 
selected based on their suitability for this work (see appendix 6 for more details). The 
results of this work drew attention to the fact that the rainfall profile had a significant 
influence in the calculated effective infiltration rate. Table 4.1 summarises the results 
obtained.  
 
Table 4.1  Calculated infiltration rates for urban drainage systems 

Drainage 
system 

City Centre 
Docklands 

Rathmines 
and 

Pembroke Swords   

Event Mean 'infiltration' rate (mm/hr) 
Duration 

(hr) 

Mean 
intensity 
(mm/hr) 

M100-60 22.0 22.0 25.3 1 28.7 
M100-180 11.4 11.8 13.6 3 14.9 
M100-360 7.4 7.7 8.7 6 9.3 
M100-1440 3.1 3.2 3.4 24 3.4 
M30-60 18.0 17.9 20.2 1 21.9 
M30-180 9.3 9.6 10.7 3 11.3 
M30-360 6.1 6.3 6.9 6 7.1 
M30-1440 2.5 2.6 2.7 24 2.7 
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From this information, focusing on the critical duration events in terms of volume of 
flooding (see appendix 6), which are between 1 and 3 hours, the decision was made to 
use 15mm/hr as the effective infiltration rate. As with the approach used for SOIL class, 
the 100 year event was used as the most relevant return period. This may be a little 
conservative (in predicting slightly too much flooding), but this was thought to be more 
appropriate for this screening exercise. 
 
The InfoWorks CS results were also used to evaluate the difference in flooding 
locations, and this is covered in chapter 5, the pilot analysis work. 

4.7 HAZARD METHODOLOGY AND OUTPUT 

The pluvial screening is being carried out for three return periods and four durations. 
The maximum depth (and velocity) in each impact cell from all the durations for each 
return period is selected to produce a single map for each return period. This provides 
10m resolution information across the whole of Ireland.  
 
To avoid the appearance of an excessive amount of flooding, a threshold is used for the 
flood depth information of 0.05m. Flooding of less than 50mm was agreed as being 
minimal impact in practice and would detract from the effectiveness of the mapping 
data in focusing on flooding locations. It was recognised that during extreme rainfall all 
areas would, by definition, have depths of water between zero and 50mm. 
 
The events used for assessing the ‘Hazard’ information are: 
 
• 1:30 years – 1, 3, 6, 24 hour durations 
• 1:100 years – 1, 3, 6, 24 hour durations 
• 1:1000 years – 1, 3, 6, 24 hour durations 

4.8 RISK METHODOLOGY AND OUTPUT 

The risk analysis is an extension of the hazard mapping, but prior to calculating the 
annualised damage cost a further three return periods with their respective durations 
need to be run. These return periods are: 
 
• 1:5 years 
• 1:20 years 
• 1:50 years 
 
The reason for needing these runs is that damage costs for the urban environment is a 
function of the system performance which results in return periods of the order of 1:10 
to 1:20 years being the dominant influence in the assessment of EAD. The calculation of 
EAD is illustrated in Figure 4.6. This shows how the probability interval between return 
periods is used, together with the mean of the damage costs for the two events, to 
evaluate the contribution of damage for those return periods. This is integrated for all 
relevant return periods. Although flooding may be extreme for the 1:100 year event, the 
effect on the calculation is often small due to the infrequent nature of these storms. A 
detailed method statement for the calculation of EAD for this project is provided in 
appendix 9. The following equation shows the risk calculation. 
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Where:  
−
C = 

Economic consequence for a single flood event – derived from the critical 
duration event at each return period 

L= Random variable for extreme pluvial flood event 
l= Specific value for flood Specific probability value of pluvial flood event (ie 

associated to a specified return period) 
R= Impact cell flood risk (Expected Annual Damage) 
p= Probability of occurrence 
 

 

Figure 4.6 Integration of damage costs to calculated annualised damage 

 
Unlike the hazard mapping which is provided at a resolution of 10m, this would result 
in a random look to the damage cost map depending on whether one or more properties 
were within a cell or not. A 100m resolution output is therefore used to smooth the 
results.  
 
The annualised calculation of costs uses the An Post Geodirectory data along with the 
Multi-Colour Manual and financial correction factors for present day calculation of 
costs. Damage costs are related to property type and flood depth and this information is 
built into a risk tool which draws on the MCM and the An Post GeoDirectory. 
 
Figure 4.7 schematically illustrates the damage cost principle normally applied. 
However in this study it was assumed that the flooding threshold for damage was 
limited to flood depths above 200mm for residential dwellings and a threshold of 0.00m 
for industrial category structures. 
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Figure 4.7 Flood-depth damage relationship  

The output maps are provided in standard Esri digital geo-referenced format (model grid 
cell data and EAD results) while the depth and velocity results are provided as database 
tables that are related to the model grid cell spatial data.  
 

5. Pilots 

A piloting of the procedure and the output was carried out to ensure that OPW and 
HR Wallingford were both satisfied that the approach being developed for the 
deliverables for the whole of Ireland was acceptable. 
 
Pilot activities therefore were carried out to: 
 
1. Agree legend ranges and colour scales 
2. Check RFSM outputs were as expected 
3. Compare InfoWorks CS against RFSM 
4. Test the loss model methodology (rural areas) 
5. Test the loss model methodology (urban areas) 

 
These were all carried out to avoid having to carry out any re-analysis of the massive 
numbers of runs needed by the project. 
The pilot areas were selected as North Dublin (Basin 9a) and the next basin immediately 
to the north of this (Basin 8). These provided both an urban bias and a rural catchment 
respectively. These can be seen in Figure 5.1. 

5.1 LEGENDS AND COLOUR SCALES 

Legends were agreed for depth and velocity ranges. These are given in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Legend ranges for depth and velocity 

Depth  
(m) 

Velocity 
(m/s) 

0.05m – 0.10m 0.1 – 0.5m/s 
0.10m – 0.25m 0.5 – 1.0m/s 
0.25m – 0.5m 1.0 – 2.0m/s 
0.5 – 1.0m  
1.0 – 1.5m  
1.5 – 2.0m  
2.0m+  

 
A threshold on depth and velocity was agreed to minimise excessive representation of 
flooding to focus on areas where flooding is likely to be significant. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 
illustrate the depth and velocity mapping legends used and general colour scheme. 

 

Figure 5.1 Pilot catchments 8 and 9a 
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Figure 5.2 Depth map for pilot Basin 8, 1:100 year 

 

Figure 5.3 Velocity map for pilot Basin 8, 1:100 year 
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A legend on annualised damage cost ranges could not be agreed in advance until the 
pilot Basin 9a was analysed for damage costs as OPW wished to have a fairly even 
balance in terms of area for a range of five categories. The colour palette was provided 
by OPW. The resulting colour and financial bands are illustrated in Figure 5.4. 

5.2 RFSM OUTPUT EVALUATION  

The output of depth and velocities from RFSM was reviewed and, in general, met with 
approval. However two points of note related to the modelling approach were evident.  
 
The first was that there was a coastal fringe of “flooding” showing on the map. This 
occurred as RFSM has to apply a coastal boundary and effectively the coast is not 
porous in the model. This is to be addressed to prevent this occurrence taking place 
again. This was addressed by masking the coastal edge to remove this spurious data. A 
50m mask was applied to minimise any loss of real flooding. 
 
The second issue was that prediction at some points of flooding on the boundary 
between basins. As this represents the high ground or watershed between the two 
basins, flooding would not be expected at these locations. This has happened because 
the hydrometric catchment areas do not perfectly coincide with the Radar DTM data 
resulting in flooding being predicted because, in the model, the Basin boundary is 
modelled as being hydraulically impervious. The need to create basins using the 
hydrometric sub-catchments means that this was unavoidable unless the hydrometric 
areas had been derived from the Radar data. Fortunately flooding at these locations is 
rare and small and is unlikely to cause a problem in using the study data. Masking is not 
possible in this situation as effectively there are two boundaries inter-weaving in these 
areas, whereas the coast has a single defined boundary line. 
 
There is another aspect which is worth commenting on, though it is not a limitation of 
the method. As rivers are the resulting output of rainfall runoff in any catchment, these 
maps provide an indication of significant flood depth in river corridors. There is the 
option of masking out the rivers to ensure that only pluvial flooding is reported, but this 
would require a whole range of assumptions to be made as to where a river starts and 
how to mask out an appropriate width of the river. 

5.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN RFSM AND INFOWORKS CS 

A comparison was carried out to compare the performance of RFSM and InfoWorks CS 
to evaluate the differences in predictions related to flood spreading. This analysis was 
carried out because the basis for the two models is totally different in approach, and 
because InfoWorks CS is generally regarded as a robust and accurate tool. A 
comparison therefore provides a measure of the accuracy of RFSM and also the 
additional benefits such as the computational speed and resolution.  
 
Pilot Basin 8 was used to carry out this work using the 1:100 year event for the 6 and 24 
hour events. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 provide the map outputs for two of these runs and show 
that flooding locations are very similar. The exercise also showed the speed advantage 
as well as some more specific modelling issues. These included the difficulty of using 
the spatial rainfall and the effective infiltration loss model in InfoWorks CS and also 
that the average mesh size for the Basin, which is 700km2, could not be reduced below 
1000m2, considerably larger than the cell size of 100m2 used in RFSM. More 
information on this work can be found in appendix 7. 
 
As a result of this work there was considerable comfort gained in using RFSM for this 
study. 
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Figure 5.5 RFSM and InfoWorks CS depth output for the 100 year 24 hour event – 

Basin 8 

 
Figure 5.6 RFSM and InfoWorks CS output for the 100 year 6 hour event – Basin 8 
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5.4 LOSS MODEL – RURAL AREAS 

An analysis of two approaches to the calculation of effective infiltration rate was carried 
out. The first is based on the calculated infiltration rate for each storm return period and 
duration. The second was to use the calculated infiltration rate for the 100 year 6 hour 
storm event whatever the rainfall event being assessed. This is based on the premise that 
the soil permeability characteristics do not alter with event size (duration or return 
period).  
 
The objective of this exercise was to evaluate the number of cells in each depth band for 
each duration to evaluate the critical duration event. This work demonstrated that the 
use of the first approach (using an infiltration rate calculated based on the specific 
event) always resulted in a critical duration of the longest event (24 hours in this case) 
whereas the use of an intensity based on 100 year 6 hour event gives a critical duration 
of the 100 year 6 hour event (Figure 5.7).  
 
It was felt that the second approach of using the 100 year 6 hour rate which gave the 
result of a critical duration in the region of 6 hours was likely to be realistic. Figures 5.7, 
5.8 and 5.9 show the numbers of cells flooded by depth ranges for the two methods and 
show these findings.  
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Figure 5.7 Flooded cells by depth ranges assuming a constant infiltration rate based on 
100 year 6 hour event showing 6 hours to be the critical duration. – Basin 8 
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Figure 5.8 Flooded cells by depth ranges comparing the use of an infiltration rate based 
the event to the use of the infiltration rate for the 100 year 6 hour event. – 
Basin 8 
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Figure 5.9 Flooded cells by depth ranges using infiltration rates based on the specific 
event showing that the longest duration is always critical. – Basin 8 
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5.5 LOSS MODEL - URBAN AREAS 

5.5.1 Effective infiltration calculation 

A similar assessment was carried out to look at the effective infiltration rate for urban 
areas to represent the performance of the urban drainage system. The initial approach 
taken was to assume effective infiltration rates of 15, 20 and 25mm/hr. Four duration 
events were run for both the 100 year and 30 year. The results showed that flooding was 
generally predicted to occur in the same locations, but to a greater or lesser extent. More 
importantly the critical duration was generally around 1 to 3 hours with the highest of 
infiltration rate having the shortest critical duration. The study was carried out on the 
Docklands area in Dublin to avoid the effect of runoff from rural areas confusing the 
results. Figure 5.10 provides an illustration of the flood area selected. 
 

 

Figure 5.10 Flooded test area (Dublin Docklands) for urban infiltration based on 
15mm/hr – part of Basin 9 

Although the critical duration indicated that the effective infiltration rate was of the 
right order, it was recognised by all concerned (including engineers in Dublin City 
Council who were also involved in this matter) that there was no basis, other than 
engineering judgement, that these were appropriate rates. It was therefore decided to try 
and obtain objective proof of the drainage system performance by running three models 
of typical networks.  
 
The networks selected were: 
 
• Rathmines and Pembroke, 
• Dublin City Docklands, and  
• Swords  
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The characteristics of these catchment models and their results are summarised in 
Table 5.2. A detailed summary of the work is provided in appendix 6. 
 
Table 5.2 Results of three InfoWorks CS drainage models and their effective 

infiltration performance 

Event Mean 'infiltration' rate (mm/hr) 
Duration 

(hr) 

Mean rainfall 
intensity 
(mm/hr) 

 
Dublin City 

Docklands 
Rathmines & 

Pembroke Swords   
M100-60 22.0 22.0 25.3 1 28.7 
M100-180 11.4 11.8 13.6 3 14.9 
M100-360 7.4 7.7 8.7 6 9.3 
M100-1440 3.1 3.2 3.4 24 3.4 
M30-60 18.0 17.9 20.2 1 21.9 
M30-180 9.3 9.6 10.7 3 11.3 
M30-360 6.1 6.3 6.9 6 7.1 
M30-1440 2.5 2.6 2.7 24 2.7 
 
Two things are evident from this information. The first is that where the calculated 
infiltration rate is nearly equal to the average rainfall it is reflecting the fact that the 
network has got greater capacity than the runoff created by the rainfall, except for a very 
brief period at the peak of the event. Secondly, the high value of the infiltration rate for 
the 60 minute events reflects the contribution of storage provided by the sewers 
themselves rather than their conveyance capacity. 
 
To get round the issue of the shape of the hyetograph and the period in time when 
rainfall intensity is less than the network capacity (and therefore affecting the calculated 
value of infiltration rate), a constant high rainfall intensity was applied. The results of 
this analysis are provided in Table 5.3. 
 
Table 5.3 Infiltration rates using a constant high intensity rainfall  

 50mm/hr constant rainfall 
Dublin City 
Docklands 

Dublin City 
Docklands 

revised 

Rathmines 
And 

Pembroke 
Swords 

Rainfall rate at end of simulation 
(m3/sec) 89.4 68.2 116.0 57.2 

Flood rate at end of simulation 
(m3/sec) 58.3 58.3 90.6 41.4 

Outflow rate at end of 
simulation (m3/sec) 30.4 9.3 17.4 17.3 

Flow unaccounted for at end of 
simulation (m3/sec) 0.7 0.6 8.0 -1.6 

Infiltration rate into drainage 
system (mm/hr) 17.0 6.8 7.5 15.2 

 
The Rathmines and Pembroke results are low and would rise to 10 to 11mm/hr if the 
unaccounted flow is added to the flood rate. Also the Dublin City Docklands area has a 
large catchment which is basically industrial wasteland with limited representation of 
the drainage system. When this is removed the infiltration rate drops to 7mm/hr. The 
relatively high value for Swords probably reflects the recent nature of the sewer system 
compared to the older sewers in Dublin which are overloaded.  
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Although a significantly higher value of infiltration rate was anticipated (as no rainfall 
occurred which was less than the network capacity), the reason for the values not being 
large is due to the fact that the runoff model makes all the pervious areas “saturated” 
thus generating more runoff. This, together with the fact that design rainfall is used for 
the study, means that this constant rainfall analysis is, in practice, of little use. 
 
From Table 5.1 and an examination of the flood volumes (see appendix 6), it is clear 
that the critical duration, in terms of flood volumes, indicates that the infiltration rate to 
use should lie somewhere between the 1 hour results and 3 hour results (approximately 
23mm to 13mm).  
 
The analysis along with detailed consideration of the modelling issues shows that this is 
an extremely complex problem. In summary the following elements make the selection 
of a single value very difficult to select. These are: 
 
• The New PR equation used InfoWorks CS modelling results in different 

proportions of runoff for longer and bigger storms, 
• The models (in accordance with best practice) do not include all pervious areas 

(and for some systems paved areas are not served and therefore excluded), 
• The shape of the rainfall profile makes the period of time when the sewer capacity 

is exceeded a limited period, while at other times it is not, 
• The pipe storage volume is a critical aspect in the period of time when storms are 

normally “critical” in duration (1 to 3 hours), and  
• There are significant differences in the network characteristics. 
 
Although these issues makes the selection of a typical value difficult, the study along 
with the results demonstrate the performance obtained, providing the information 
against which to make a decision rather than making an arbitrary guess. In addition, the 
choice of 15mm/hr, which, after discussion with the client was agreed upon, does 
provide maximum flooding for the critical durations one would expect from large urban 
systems. 
 
This is an area which warrants considerable additional research if this approach to 
modelling of urban surfaces is to be used more widely. 

5.5.2 Flood locations 

The analysis for assessing the most appropriate infiltration capacity, based on running 
the drainage model networks, was then subsequently used to investigate the locations of 
flooding. This was done to check to see what influence the variability of the network 
performance had on the predicted flood locations, after routing the flood hydrographs 
using RFSM, compared to using only RFSM with an infiltration rate. Figures 5.11 and 
5.12 illustrate the two approaches. These figures illustrate that a reasonable degree of 
confidence can be put into the use of RFSM without use of models, but that return 
periods of 30 years or less are increasingly affected by the characteristics of the drainage 
network.  
 
As storms get larger (100 years) and more intense, flooding will become more 
dominated by the incapacity of the drainage system and should result in better 
predictions of flooding locations and depths. 
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Figure 5.11 Flood locations in Rathmines and Pembroke using InfoWorks CS and RFSM 
– 1:30 years return period 3 hours duration 

 

Figure 5.12 Flood locations in Rathmines and Pembroke using RFSM only – 1:30 years 
return period 3 hours duration 
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6. Results Overview 

The project has resulted in two principle outputs; flood Hazard mapping and EAD 
damage cost mapping for pluvial flooding across the whole of Ireland.  
 
This information has been provided in the form of a geo-referenced database. The 
Hazard information has been provided at 10m resolution for both flood depth and 
averaged flood velocity for three return periods; 1:30 year, 1:100 year and 1:1000 year 
events. The EAD information is similarly reported but at a resolution of 100m and uses 
a colour legend which is different to that used for the Hazard mapping to assist in 
distinguishing between the data provided. 

6.1 PROJECT OUTPUT 

Table 6.1 summarises all the basin references, and Figure 6.1 presents a map of all the 
basins showing their locations. 
 
Table 6.3 presents the Metadata, in compliance with the INSPIRE specification, which 
is provided with all the data output (Depth, Velocity and EAD). 
 
Table 6.1 Basin references and their characteristics  

OPW Hydro Area HRW Sub-Hydro Area Area km2 
6 06a 743.34 
6 06b 645.15 
7 07a 1058.25 
7 07b 976.47 
7 07c 647.02 
8 08 711.16 
9 09a 841.33 
9 09b 794.77 
10 10a 876.50 
10 10b 371.17 
11 11 394.07 
12 12a 970.35 
12 12b 1008.80 
13 13 619.20 
14 14a 1084.45 
14 14b 974.20 
14 14c 952.09 
15 15a 750.88 
15 15b 1032.12 
15 15c 815.02 
16 16a 874.85 
16 16b 1052.16 
16 16c 795.72 
16 16d 858.76 
17 17 654.56 
18 18a 880.91 
18 18b 793.02 
18 18c 761.06 
18 18d 882.44 
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OPW Hydro Area HRW Sub-Hydro Area Area km2 
19 19a 727.61 
19 19b 826.74 
19 19c 598.76 
20 20a 847.96 
20 20b 954.77 
21 21a 1024.17 
21 21b 873.74 
22 22a 273.25 
22 22b 502.40 
22 22c 1263.26 
23 23a 749.67 
23 23b 1031.19 
24 24a 261.69 
24 24b 1204.97 
24 24c 565.11 
25 25a 947.95 
25 25b 836.07 
25 25c 500.13 
25 25d 1021.87 
25 25e 720.34 
25 25f 1012.72 
26 26a 864.96 
26 26b 1040.11 
26 26c 867.05 
26 26d 1009.35 
26 26e 968.75 
26 26f 868.26 
26 26g 999.68 
27 27a 559.80 
27 27b 1098.91 
28 28 847.77 
29 29a 748.40 
29 29b 521.05 
30 30a 765.07 
30 30b 861.05 
30 30c 912.25 
30 30d 562.84 
31 31 936.16 
32 32a 795.14 
32 32b 561.17 
33 33a 549.14 
33 33b 899.73 
34 34a 1067.21 
34 34b 634.36 
34 34c 640.36 
35 35a 883.33 
35 35b 983.71 
36 36a 439.35 
36 36b 896.49 
36 36c 879.60 
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OPW Hydro Area HRW Sub-Hydro Area Area km2 
36 36d 303.44 
37 37 803.83 
38 38a 678.38 
38 38b 772.33 
39 39 946.86 
40 40 507.05 
50 50 395.64 
51 51 907.56 

 
 
Table 6.2 Summary of computational activities carried out on each Basin 

The original OPW hydrometric areas were divided to reduce the area of each unit to be 
processed to a maximum of approximately 800km2. 

These flood areas and DTM data were run through a pre-processing tool known as AccData.  
This was used to produce the impact zones and their characteristics to be used in the RFSM 
model. 

The RFSM model was then run with a range of rainfall intensities and durations for each return 
period event to simulate the spreading of water over the flood areas in these events.   

The results from the flooding simulations were analysed and maximum depths and velocities 
were extracted for each return period at a 10m cell resolution. 

The property data for each basin were processed within ArcGIS in order to allocate them their 
corresponding Impact Cell ID.  

These were stored within a database for each hydro-area alongside the maximum depth data and 
run though an economics calculation pre-processing tool, ‘PropDamage’.  The result of this was 
the estimated damage per depth curve for each 10m cell based on the number and type of 
properties it holds.   

In the next step the maximum depths for each return period were processed in conjunction with 
the depth damage curves using the ‘EventDamage’ tool to produce a damage value for each cell 
for each return period. 

Following this the damages for all return period events run were aggregated using a return 
period probability factor to get produce the estimated annual damage (EAD).   

The data were then summarised to fit a 100m grid and converted to a feature class in an ESRI 
Geodatabase. 
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Figure 6.1 Basin location map 
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Table 6.3 Summary of Metadata provided with the mapping output 

INSPIRE Metadata
Category 

INSPIRE Metadata Field Example Entry 

Metadata Metadata point of contact HR Wallingford – Point Of Contact – 
m.panzeri@hrwallingford.co.uk  

Metadata Metadata date  01/07/2010 
Metadata Metadata language English 
Identification Resource title EAD_HA08 
Identification Resource abstract Estimated Annual Damages for Hydro Area 8 
Identification Resource type Dataset 
Identification Resource locator C:\EAD_Results.gdb 
Identification Unique resource identifier  EAD_HA08 
Identification Resource language English 
Classification Topic category Climatology, Meteorology, Economy, Society 
Keyword Keyword Hydrography, Buildings 
Geographic Geographic bounding box -11.499112, -4.555753, 50.854532, 55.930215 
Temporal Temporal extent 01/07/2010 
Temporal Date of publication 01/07/2010 
Temporal Date of last revision 01/07/2010 
Temporal Date of creation 01/07/2010 
Quality & Validity Lineage  Original output data produced for the National  

Pluvial Screening Project, Ireland, 2010  
Quality & Validity Spatial resolution  100m  
Conformity Conformity N/A 
Constraints Conditions applying to 

access and use  
no conditions apply 

Constraints Limitations on public access no limitations 
Organization Organisations responsible 

for the spatial data sets 
and services 

HR Wallingford - Author - 
m.panzeri@hrwallingford.co.uk 

6.2 HAZARD RESULTS 

The Hazard flood depth and velocity results use a legend which is non-linear with a 
finer resolution for shallower depths, though values less than 0.05m are not coloured to 
ensure that only significant flooding is highlighted. 
 
It should be noted that streams, rivers and lakes have not been ‘masked’ and therefore 
although this information is specifically aimed at reporting pluvial flooding, in practice 
it also provides an indication of fluvial flooding as well. Flooding in the river valleys are 
clearly detailed because of the high level of resolution (10m) which is used in RFSM. 
 
The flood depths greater than 50mm are generally very limited as one would expect 
from pluvial rainfall. The significant depths are associated with valley bottoms and the 
streams and rivers that would be found at these locations. Although the work on 
effective runoff achieved the objective of obtaining critical duration storms and runoff 
volumes are thought to be appropriate, a degree of caution should be taken on assessing 
the data for rural areas. Figure 5.12 illustrates this effect showing the canalised location 
of an urban stream passing through the Rathmines and Pembroke catchment. 
 
However as the work on the urban catchment and the InfoWorks CS modelling 
demonstrates, the accuracy in the urban area is much more suspect and although 
considerable comfort was gained in comparing the 30 year event results, considerable 

mailto:m.panzeri@hrwallingford.co.uk�
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caution should be applied, particularly to smaller events than 30 years. In addition it 
should be noted that different parts of the system can be expected to perform differently, 
and from a cursory look at the results it would suggest that the upstream parts of the 
network may have more flooding predicted than should be the case compared to 
downstream. 

6.3 ECONOMIC DAMAGE RESULTS 

EAD damage cost reporting is limited only to property damage and therefore the 
majority of the land mass, which is rural, has no damage associated with it. 

 
Figure 5.4 which shows the results for Basin 9a shows the fact that the 200 mm 
threshold on residential flooding limits the damage in most suburban areas except where 
there are some gradients which generates higher flood depths. The damage is focused in 
the city where industrial classification of properties means that flood damage is shown 
to take place when flooding exceeds 0.0m. This indicates that the selection of a 
threshold value is fairly critical.  
 
Another point to note about EAD is that the calculation process along with the normal 
performance of sewer systems, means that EAD is dominated by events of the order of 
10 to 20 years. Unfortunately these are return periods for which flooding predictions 
should be treated with particular caution due to the simple assumptions that have had to 
be made.  
 
The basis of the EAD calculated values and supplementary factors provided by OPW 
are detailed in Appendix 9. 

6.4 MAPPING DATA PROVISION 

The data output of this project is very large and therefore has been provided on a 
portable hard drive. In addition to the principal outputs from the project, the mapping 
layer at 1:50,000 has also been added to enable visual referencing of the output. 
 
The output maps are provided in standard ESRI digital geo-referenced format (model 
grid cell data and EAD results) while the depth and velocity results are provided as 
database tables that are related to the model grid cell spatial data.  
 

7. Discussion / Résumé 

7.1 MODELLING ASSUMPTIONS 

As with all modelling of complex processes a large number of assumptions have been 
made in carrying out this work. These have already been discussed in the report, but 
these are also summarised in outline below. 
 
• Depression / interception storage has been universally applied as 5mm for all 

rainfall events. 
• An ARF has been applied to all rainfall events based on the FSR. 
• The proportion of runoff is based deducting a loss rate from rainfall.  

− For rural areas this is based on soil type using the runoff formula from IH 
report 124 for the 100 year 6 hour event. Typical values range from 3 to 
8mm/hr.  
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− For urban areas the loss model is based on an assessment of the pipe system 
to cater for the runoff from an assessment of the performance of three 
network models. This has been assumed to be 15mm/hr. 

• Rural areas and their soil type are based on a Soils map which closely corresponds 
with the FSR soils map for Ireland 

• Urban areas are defined by a number of categories provided by the Corine 2000 
data set.  

• Depth damage calculations are based on ground levels equal to cell levels (10m 
mean DTM ground level) for all properties. 

7.2 DATA USED AND PROCESSED  

Data used for the study was limited to: 
 
• Rainfall depth - duration – frequency from Met Eireann 
• The Radar DTM data set 
• The hydrometric catchment data 
• The Corine 2000 data  
• The SOIL map of Ireland 
• Property value information 

7.3 MODELLING APPROACH 

The whole of Ireland was divided into 87 Basins of up to 1000km2. This limit was 
necessitated by the modelling limits for using RFSM. It should be noted that these basin 
sizes are far larger in extent than would be feasible if any other modelling tool was used. 

7.4 MODEL STABILITY  

There are no issues regarding model stability due to simple routing mechanism utilised.  
 
The apparent flooding occasionally shown at Basin boundaries is a function of a slight 
mismatch between the hydrometric catchment data and the Radar DTM information. 
This issue does not significantly detract from the results. 

7.5 RESULTS ACCURACY / UNCERTAINTY 

The model accuracy is a function of the base DTM, and the resolution of the grid (10m).  
 
Depth information has had a threshold of 50mm applied to avoid reporting all surfaces 
being considered as being flooded. Maximum flood depths have been selected by 
applying a hydrodynamic approach to flood routing of the runoff.  
 
Velocity information, although reported at a resolution of 10m is calculated using 
average values across Impact Zones from the routing process. 
 
The brief analysis carried out comparing InfoWorks CS 2D and RFSM indicates that 
there are significant differences in the extent of flooding, but a more in-depth analysis 
would be needed to establish details of these differences. However a visual inspection 
shows that the flooding locations are replicated well, with significant differences 
tending to be located in floodplain areas (which is explicitly not an output of relevance 
to this study). 
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The assumptions made in terms of deriving an infiltration rates to try and more 
accurately reflect realistic levels of runoff is very simple in concept. However the 
mechanism is believed to be adequate and that the flooding locations are largely dictated 
by the topography in an area. 
 

8. Recommendations 

The approach taken in producing these flood maps is the highest level of resolution of 
any national mapping and has addressed a number of the limitations assumed in other 
studies such as 100% runoff. These results are therefore seen as being a good starting 
point for showing likely significant flooding for future consideration for more detailed 
investigations at critical locations.  
 
The mapping information on depths is based on flood routing carried out at the Impact 
Zone scale. Routing is not carried out at the Impact Cell scale (this is not 
computationally possible for this size of project) and therefore local flood routing within 
an Impact Zone is not portrayed.  
 
It is suggested that a critical check is carried out of the predicted flooding locations, 
both in urban and rural areas to evaluate the results. However, as has already been 
emphasised in the report, flooding in urban areas is very dependent on the drainage 
system, especially for “normal” flood events. Although the flooding location for the 100 
year event may be reasonably represented in urban areas by this technique, due to both 
local drainage characteristics and also localised flood routing impediments (walls etc), 
little reliance should be placed on these results except for prioritising the locations that 
are probably need investigating in more detail. 
 
Similarly the computation of EAD, which is dominated by flooding effects of 30 years 
and less, must treated with equal caution, and the same advice applies. 
 
When carrying out a detailed study for predicted flooding in an urban area, it is essential 
that the drainage network is included in the study, even though it would appear that tests 
have shown that, for extreme events, the topography of the area dominates the flooding 
results. These tests have been relatively cursory in trying to provide some degree of 
understanding of the adequacy of the simplified approach used. Considerably more 
investigation into the differences this approach produces would be needed if decisions 
are to be made on the flood mapping results provided by this study. 
 
This study is specifically aimed at pluvial mapping. By definition the runoff is routed to 
rivers and therefore at some point this would be regarded as fluvial flooding. Whether 
these are post-processed or not (over-written by fluvial maps, deleted etc), it is probably 
worth providing a warning notice on any publically available access to the data for not 
using this information for flooding depths and extents in floodplains. 
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1 BACKGROUND AND SCOPE OF SERVICES REQUIRED 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Office of Public Works (OPW) seeks to appoint a Service Provider to undertake a National 

Pluvial Screening Project as part of the Flood Risk Assessment and Management Programme. The 

Project will be funded and managed by the Office of Public Works (OPW). 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

Flood risk in Ireland has historically been addressed through the use of structural or engineered 

solutions to existing problems, such as through the implementation of flood relief schemes to protect 

towns/areas already at risk. In line with internationally changing perspectives, the Irish Government 

adopted a new policy in 2004 that shifted the emphasis in addressing flood risk towards a catchment-

based, and pro-active, approach for identifying and managing existing, and potential future, flood risk. 

 

At the core of the delivery of the new policy is the Flood Risk Assessment and Management 

Programme. This Programme will be delivered through Catchment-based Flood Risk Assessment and 

Management (CFRAM) Studies. 

 

The objectives of the CFRAM Studies are to assess and map flood hazard and risk, and develop a 

Flood Risk Management Plan (FRMP) that sets out a long-term set of prioritised actions and measures 

to manage the identified risks. It is intended that the CFRAM Studies should meet the requirements of 

the EU Directive on the assessment and management flood risks (2007/60/EC), the ‘Floods’ 

Directive. 

 

A requirement of the ‘Floods’ Directive is that Member States undertake a Preliminary Flood Risk 

Assessment to identify Areas of Potentially Significant flood Risk (APSRs), from fluvial, tidal, 

coastal and other sources of flooding. The APSRs will be the focus of the CFRAM Studies. One such 

other source of flooding is pluvial, or surface-water flooding, whereby areas become inundated by 

floodwater from rainfall prior to its reaching drainage networks, rivers or the sea. The purpose of this 

contract is to identify APSRs at risk of pluvial flooding. Detailed analysis of the pluvial flood risk in 

these areas will be undertaken separately at CFRAM Stage. 

 

Pluvial flooding is defined as flooding that results from rainfall-generated overland flow and / or 

ponding, that may occur during or immediately after intense rainfall events, before the runoff enters 

any watercourse or sewer. 

1.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this Project is to undertake a preliminary assessment (national screening exercise) to 

identify areas in Ireland (not including Northern Ireland) prone to pluvial flooding and at risk of 

significant pluvial flood damage (to properties, assets, the environment or infrastructure).  

1.4 PROJECT STRUCTURE AND PROGRAMME 

1.4.1 Project Structure 

The Project shall be undertaken as a fixed-fee (lump-sum) contract by the Consultant on behalf of the 

Office of Public Works (OPW).  

 

1.4.2 Project Programme 

It is anticipated that Project will commence in the Autumn of 2009, and shall be completed within 

four months of Commencement (See Section 4.4). 
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2 CONDITIONS OF TENDER 

2.1 GENERAL 

2.1.1 Introduction 

These Conditions of Tender detail the requirements and conditions with which the Tenderer shall 

comply in submitting a valid Tender. Tenderers who do not comply with these requirements and the 

requested format may be excluded from further consideration.  

2.1.2 Language 

The Tender is to be prepared throughout in the English language. 

2.1.3 Definitions 

The “Client” is The Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland (referred to in this document as the 

“OPW”), 51 St. Stephen’s Green, Dublin 2, Ireland. 

 

“Commencement” is the date so advised by the OPW in the Letter of Acceptance to the successful 

Tenderer to advise him that his tender has been accepted.  

 

The “Contract” is the agreement in writing between the OPW and the Consultant, to provide the 

services described in the Contract Documents. 

 

The “Contract Documents” means the Tender Documents, the Forms of Tender, the Letter of 

Acceptance and any other relevant documents that are defined in the Letter of Acceptance (if issued), 

which comprise the Contract. 

 

The “Consultant” means the persons, partnership, company or consortium whose Tender is accepted 

to provide the services required to undertake the Contract. 

 

The “Forms of Tender” means the Form of Tender (Section 3.4 of this document) and the Financial 

Tender Form (Section 3.5 herein) as duly completed and submitted by the Tenderers to form an offer. 

 

The “Letter of Acceptance” is the letter that shall issue to the successful Tenderer as acceptance of 

their offer and to appoint them as the Consultant for the Contract. 

 

The ‘Specification’ refers to the services to be provided under the Contract, as described herein under 

Section 4 (entitled ‘Specification’). 

 

The “Tender” is a submission made by a Tenderer stating how the Tenderer shall undertake the 

Contract, if awarded to the Tenderer, and the Tender Fees for which such services will be provided. 

 

The “Tender Documents” refers to this document entitled ‘Flood Risk Assessment and Management 

Programme: Pluvial Screening Project’, and includes the Project Background and Scope of Services 

Required (Section 1 of this document), Conditions of Tender (Section 2 of this document), the 

Conditions of Contract (Section 3 of this document) and the Specification (Section 4 of this 

document), and associated appendices. 

 

The “Tender Fees” means the fixed-sum fees for the principal services and the fixed-sum fees for the 

provisional items (if relevant and commissioned) quoted by the Tenderer to undertake the Contract. 

 

The “Tenderer” means any persons, partnership, company or consortium submitting a Tender as 

prescribed herein to provide the services required to undertake the Contract. 

 

“VAT” means Irish Value Added Tax. 
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In these Conditions of Tender, unless the contrary intention appears:  

− words importing the masculine gender include the feminine; 

− words in the singular include the plural and words in the plural include the singular; 

− references to Appendices are references to the Appendices included at the end of these Tender 

Documents. 

− references to "staff" shall be construed as including all employees of the Tenderer or, if 

appointed, the Consultant. 

 

The above definitions apply throughout this document (The Tender Documents). 

2.1.4 Terms and Conditions 

Every Tender received by the OPW shall be deemed to have been made subject to these Conditions of 

Tender, unless the OPW shall previously have expressly agreed in writing to the contrary. Any 

alternative terms or conditions offered by a Tenderer shall, if inconsistent with these conditions, be 

deemed to have been rejected by the OPW unless expressly accepted by the OPW in writing. 

 

Written acceptance of a Tender by the OPW shall be the basis of the Contract 

 

Tenderers shall be deemed to be familiar with the nature and extent of the obligations to be accepted 

by them if their Tender is accepted. 

2.1.5 Form of Tender 

It is a condition of acceptance that all documents such as the Form of Tender, the Financial Tender 

Form and accompanying information requested below are complete. 

2.1.6 Tenders by a Consortium 

A group of individuals or companies may Tender as a consortium on the basis of joint and several 

liability. Where a consortium submits a Tender, a Lead Consultant shall be nominated in the Tender 

and shall assume responsibility for providing the required services within the Tendered price and 

timescale, and to the specified quality. The OPW will sign only one contract with the lead Consultant. 

2.1.7 Collusive Tendering 

Any Tenderer who:- 

 

− Fixes or adjusts the amount of their Tender by or in accordance with any agreement or 

arrangement with any other person; or 

− Communicates to any persons other than the OPW the amount or approximate amount of the 

proposed Tender (except where such disclosure is made in confidence in order to obtain 

quotations necessary for the preparation of the Tender for insurance or a contract guarantee 

bond); or 

− Enters into agreement or arrangement with any other persons, either that that person shall 

refrain from tendering, or as to the amount of any tender to be submitted;- or 

− Offers to pay or give or does pay or gives any sums of money, inducement or valuable 

consideration directly or indirectly to any person for doing or having done or causing or having 

caused to be done in relation to any other tender or proposed tender for the Contract any act or 

omission;  

 

shall (without prejudice to any other civil remedies available to the OPW and without prejudice to any 

criminal liability that such conduct by a Tenderer may attract) be disqualified. 
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2.1.8 Confidentiality and Freedom of Information 

The following information relating to the Tender competition will be made available on request under 

the Freedom of Information Act, 1997, and the Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act, 2003: 

− Names of Firms who submit Tenders – listed alphabetically; 

− Award Criteria; 

− Name of successful Tenderer; 

− Price of the successful Tender. 

 

The OPW undertakes to hold confidential any other information provided by the Tenderer subject to: 

− Disclosure of the information specified above, as liable for release to the public; 

− The obligations of the OPW under law, including the Freedom of Information Act, 1997, and 

the Freedom of Information (Amendment) Act, 2003. 

 

The Tenderer is asked to consider if any of the information supplied in this Tender should not be 

disclosed because of its sensitivity, (other than that referred to above). If this is the case, the Tenderer 

shall, when providing the information, identify same and specify the reasons for its sensitivity. The 

OPW will consult with the Tenderer about sensitive information before making a decision on any 

Freedom of Information request received. 

 

All information supplied by the OPW in, or in connection with, this invitation to tender shall be 

regarded as confidential. All documents supplied in the invitation to tender shall remain the property 

of the OPW and shall be returned on demand. 

 

Tenderers shall not divulge to any third party any confidential information belonging to the OPW, 

which may become known to the Tenderer. 

2.1.9 Conflict of Interest 

Any conflicts of interest involving a Tenderer (or Tenderers in the event of a consortium bid) must be 

fully disclosed to the OPW, particularly where there is a conflict of interest in relation to any 

recommendations or proposals put forward by the Tenderer. 

 

Any registerable interest involving the Tenderer and: 

− the Minister for Finance; or 

− members of the Government; or 

− members of the Oireachtas; or 

− employees of the Office of Public Works,or 

− their relatives; 

 

must be fully disclosed in the response to this request for Tender, or, in the event of this information 

only coming to the notice of the Tenderer after the submission of a bid and prior to the award of the 

Contract, shall be communicated by the Tenderer to the OPW immediately upon such information 

becoming known.  The terms 'registerable interest' and 'relative' shall be interpreted as per section 2 of 

the Ethics in Public Office Act, 1994. 

2.1.10 Canvassing 

Any Tenderer who directly or indirectly canvasses any staff member of the OPW concerning the 

award of the Contract, or who directly or indirectly obtains or attempts to obtain information from any 

such staff member concerning any other Tender or proposed Tender for the Contract shall be 

disqualified. 
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2.2 TENDER PREPARATION 

2.2.1 Preparation of Tender 

Tenderers must obtain for themselves at their own expense, all information necessary for the 

preparation of their Tender. 

 

Tenderers are required to provide all information required by the OPW in accordance with the Tender 

Documents. Failure to comply may provide grounds for the OPW to reject the Tender, unless any 

variations have been expressly agreed by the OPW in writing.  

 

Information supplied to Tenderers by the OPW, or contained in publications supplied to the Tenderer, 

is supplied only for general guidance in the preparation of the Tender. Tenderers shall satisfy 

themselves by their own investigations as to the accuracy of any such information and no 

responsibility is accepted by the OPW for any loss or damage of whatever kind and howsoever caused 

arising from the use by Tenderers of such information. 

 

Tenders must be for all of the services as described in the Specification. This may include the use of 

sub-contractors to either support, or supplement in-house capability and capacity subject to the 

approval in writing of the OPW. 

2.2.2 Enquiries 

All enquiries and communication regarding this invitation to tender shall be directed by email or letter 

to the person named at the address given in Section 2.4.1 no later than five (5) working days before 

the closing date for submission of tenders. Oral enquiries, including telephone calls, shall not be 

entertained or responded to. 

 

Summaries of submitted questions and full answers to all general and technical questions regarding 

the Tender will be given to all Tenderers. Questions relating to commercial differentiation of bids 

shall however remain confidential between the OPW and the individual Tenderer (subject to the terms 

of the Freedom of Information Acts, referred to above), if so identified by the Tenderer for each 

question submitted. 

 

If there is any query regarding the meaning of the information supplied in the Specification, the 

Tenderer shall submit such queries in writing, for clarification by the OPW. If, nevertheless, at the 

time of tendering, any doubt should remain, the Tenderer shall submit with the Tender, a statement, 

setting out how any uncertainties have been interpreted. 

2.2.3 Amendments to Specification 

Not less that seven days prior to the closure date for submission of Tenders, the OPW may issue 

Addenda or Corrigenda to clarify, modify, or add to the Tender Documents. Each Addendum or 

Corrigendum issued by the OPW  shall become part of the Specification.  

2.2.4 Alternative Tenders 

Tenderers are encouraged to offer options or solutions, which in a novel or innovative way contribute 

to completion of the Contract and achievement of the objectives (Section 1.3 herein) in a more 

efficient and effective manner than that specified or suggested within the Specification. 

 

If the Tenderer considers that the results desired by the OPW can be achieved by undertaking the 

work by an alternative method, a detailed and fully priced alternative can be provided. Any alternative 

Tender must accompany a bona fide Tender that is prepared in full accordance with the Tender 

Documents. 
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2.2.5 Cost of Preparing Tenders 

The OPW will not be liable in respect of any costs incurred by Tenderers or their suppliers, in the 

preparation of Tenders or any associated work effort. 

2.2.6 Pricing of Tenders 

Tenders shall be priced in accordance with the terms and conditions set out herein and shall be 

expressed as a fixed sum quoted in Euro. The VAT element of the Tender Sum shall not be included 

in the above sum. 

 

Following receipt of Tenders, the Tender Sums will be arithmetically checked. Tenderers will be 

notified of any errors and amendments and asked either to confirm the revised Tender Sum or 

withdraw their Tender. 

2.2.7 Signatures and Declarations for Submission of Tenders 

Tenders must be accompanied by: 

 

1) A Letter of Submission of Tender, duly signed, including statements that the Tenderer has not:  

a) engaged in collusive tendering 

b) canvassed any Official of the OPW  

2) The Form of Tender (Section 3.4), duly signed 

3) The Financial Tender Form (Section 3.5), duly signed 

2.2.8 Tender Interpretation and Clarification 

The OPW will interpret the tenders as submitted, but reserves the right to seek clarification if 

required. There is however no obligation on the OPW to pursue additional information or clarification 

in relation to the tender submissions. 

2.3 INFORMATION TO BE PROVIDED IN THE TENDER 

2.3.1 General 

Commitments made by the Tenderer in their Tender shall become binding on the Tenderer should 

they be appointed as the Consultant, unless otherwise explicitly agreed in writing by the OPW. 

2.3.2 Project Methodology 

Tenderers shall detail, in not more than twelve (12) A4 pages, their proposed methodology and 

approach for undertaking the work required under the Contract, with evidence of successful 

application where available. In preparing this section of their Tenders, Tenderers should take 

particular note of the Project requirements as set out in Section 4 herein (the Specification), and 

specifically Section 4.3, and set out their proposed methodology for each area of work. 

 

Tenderers shall provide in a clear and concise manner, all information requested herein and within the 

Specification. Tenderers shall include in their Tender sufficient detail to enable the OPW to 

understand fully the proposed methodology for undertaking the work. 

2.3.3 Contribution to Quality by Persons Working on the Contract 

Tenderers shall provide details of all of the staff that would be available and are within the team 

proposed by the Tenderer to undertake the Contract. These details should include (in not more than 

six (6) pages per staff member) the names, occupations and proposed role of individual staff within 

the Tenderers’ proposed team, and how the skills and abilities of the staff will contribute to achieving 

a high level of quality of delivery of the services required under the Contract.  
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The staff assigned particular duties within a Tender shall be assigned to those duties by the successful 

Tenderer (the appointed Consultant). The Consultant may not substitute staff nominated within their 

Tenders with other members of staff without the written consent of the OPW for each and every case 

of such substitution. 

2.3.4 Project Management 

Tenderers shall detail, in not more than four (4) A4 pages, the proposed Project Team structure and 

the management procedures and communication channels (internal, with the OPW and with the 

Survey Contractors) that would be followed in undertaking this Contract. 

 

Tenderers shall provide (in addition to the four (4) A4 pages referred to above) a detailed programme 

of tasks and work that they would follow if appointed to undertake the Project. 

 

For each task on the programme, Tenderers should indicate the staff member(s) assigned to its 

completion, and their indicative time input to that task. 

2.3.5 Tender Fees 

Tenderers shall set out their tender fees in the Forms provided in Section 3.5 herein, and in 

accordance with Section 2.2.6 above. 

2.4 SUBMISSION OF TENDERS 

2.4.1 Delivery of the Completed Tenders 

Tenderers shall submit three no. hardcopies of their Tenders for the attention of Mr. Kevin Byrne at 

the address given below: 

 

Engineering Services Division 

The Office of Public Works 

17-19 Lower Hatch St., 

Dublin 2 

Ireland 

 

Email: kevin.byrne@opw.ie  

 

The Form of Tender and accompanying documents MUST BE DELIVERED TO THE SPECIFIED 

ADDRESS NOT LATER THAN 12 NOON on the date specified on the e-tenders Notice and shall 

remain valid for acceptance by the OPW for a period of six months after the specified closing date. 

The envelope should be clearly marked TENDER: FRAM PROGRAMME: PLUVIAL 

SCREENING PROJECT 
 

The OPW may, in its absolute discretion, extend the submission of tender closing date and time 

specified above. 

2.5 ASSESSMENT AND ACCEPTANCE OF TENDERS 

2.5.1 Assessment of Tenders 

The OPW will assess the Tenders based on the tender assessment process set out in Appendix A. The 

OPW is not bound to accept the lowest, or any, of the submitted Tenders. 

 

The Tender assigned the highest total assessment mark will be selected on this basis as the Preferred 

Tenderer.  
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The Preferred Tenderer, a short-list of Tenderers from among all of the invited Tenderers, or all of the 

Tenderers may, at the discretion of the OPW, be invited to make formal presentations of their Tenders 

to the OPW and answer questions in relation to their proposals. The decision as to which, if any, and 

how many, Tenderers will be so invited will be dependent on the distribution of total assessment 

marks achieved amongst the whole group of Tenders. 

 

The OPW is under no obligation to invite all or any of the Tenderers to make a formal presentation. 

Tenderers should in no way rely on an invitation to make a formal presentation to be given the 

opportunity to explain or strengthen their Tender. It is entirely the responsibility of the Tenderers to 

ensure that adequate information is provided within their Tenders, and that the full strength and 

benefits of their proposals are clearly explained therein. 

 

The OPW will not be liable in respect of any costs incurred by Tenderers or their suppliers, in the 

preparation and / or attendance of formal presentations or associated work effort, including any travel 

or subsistence costs involved. 

2.5.2 Information Supplied is Binding 

Information supplied by Tenderers, if the Tender is accepted, shall be binding on the Tenderer and 

shall form part of the Contract. This includes any offers or undertakings related to the Contract that 

may be made by the Tenderer as part of the Tender or during negotiations, meetings or 

communications prior to award of the Contract, as may be recorded in minutes, letters or Emails. 

 

The OPW reserves the right to seek clarification or verification of any such information. 

2.5.3 Maintenance of Insurance Cover 

Tenderers shall be aware that it is a condition of the award of the Contract that the Consultant must be 

able to produce promptly valid and current certificates of insurance to the degree of cover set out in 

Section 3.1.8.1 below, as and when requested to do so. 

2.5.4 Tax Clearance Certificate 

Tenderers shall be aware that it is a condition of the award of the Contract that the Consultant must be 

able to produce promptly a valid Tax Clearance Certificate from the Irish Revenue Commissioners as 

and when requested to do so.  

 

Details on the procedure for obtaining Tax Clearance Certificates are available at:  

http://www.revenue.ie 

 

In the event of a group bid, or a bid where sub-contractors are to be employed, the conditions set out 

under this sub-clause shall apply in respect of each and every member of the bid.  

2.5.5 Conditions of Contract 

The Conditions of Contract are detailed in Section 3 of this document. 
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3 CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT 

3.1 GENERAL CONDITIONS OF CONTRACT 

3.1.1 Definitions 

The definitions of particular terms used herein are those as defined under the Conditions of Tender in 

Section 2.1.3. 

3.1.2 Duration of Engagement 

The appointment of the Consultant shall commence on the Commencement Date as defined in Section 

2.1.3 herein. The Contract shall be completed following payment for the submission of the Final 

Report to the satisfaction of the OPW (clause 3.1.10).  

3.1.3 Termination of the Contract 

3.1.3.1 OPW shall have the right of optional termination of the Contract on thirty days notice subject 

to an entitlement on the part of the Consultant to be paid such part of the fee and expenses as is 

proportionate to the part of the total service performed at the date of the issue of the termination 

notice. 

 

3.1.3.2 In the event of the persistent failure of the OPW to comply with any of its obligations under 

this Contract, the Consultant shall write to the OPW advising the OPW of such failure.  

 

3.1.3.3 In the event of such failure of the OPW to comply with any of its obligations under this 

Contract persisting for a period of not less than 60 days after receipt of the aforementioned advice, the 

Consultant may upon not less than 30 days notice in writing to the OPW terminate his appointment 

under the Contract. In the circumstances, the Consultant shall be entitled to be paid such part of the 

fees and expenses as is proportionate to the part of the total service performed at the date of the issue 

of the termination notice. 

3.1.4 Copyright 

3.1.4.1 The ownership of, and copyright and intellectual property rights in, all maps, reports, data 

files, survey data, software designs and / or products, and any other material or documents, digital or 

hardcopy, prepared or produced by the Consultant or his employees or sub-contractors in connection 

with the Contract after Commencement, shall be vested in the OPW. 

 

No maps, reports, data files, survey data, software designs and / or products, or any other material or 

documents, digital or hardcopy, prepared, copied or produced by the Consultant or his employees or 

sub-contractors in connection with the Contract after Commencement shall be provided to a third 

person, party, agency or organisation without prior and explicit permission in writing from the OPW. 

3.1.5 Settlement of Disputes 

3.1.5.1 In the event of any dispute or difference arising between the parties in connection with or 

arising from this agreement then either party may request conciliation/mediation. If such a request is 

made and is acceded to by the other party then the parties shall endeavour to agree on a conciliator / 

mediator and submit the matter in dispute to him. The conciliator / mediator shall discuss the matter 

with the parties and endeavour to resolve it by their agreement. All discussions in conciliation / 

mediation shall be without prejudice, and shall not be referred to in any later proceedings. Failing 

agreement, the conciliator / mediator may by written decision himself determine the matter. The 

determination of the conciliator / mediator shall be final and binding on both parties unless within 14 

days following the date of the determination either party notifies the other in writing that it rejects the 

determination of the conciliator / mediator. In that event the matter shall proceed to arbitration as in 

clause 3.1.5.2 below. Each party shall bear his own costs in the conciliation/mediation and shall pay 

half the costs on the conciliator / mediator. 
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3.1.5.2 In the event of any dispute or difference arising between the parties in connection with or 

arising from this Agreement then either party may require that the matter be referred to the arbitration 

of a person to be agreed upon between the parties or, if the parties fail to appoint an arbitrator within 

one calendar month of either party serving on the other party a written notice to concur in the 

appointment of an arbitrator, a person to be appointed by the President of the Institution of Engineers 

of Ireland on the application of either party. If the arbitrator declines the appointment or after 

appointment is removed by the order of a competent court or is incapable of acting and the parties do 

not within one calendar month of the vacancy arising fill the vacancy, then on application of either 

party another arbitrator will be appointed the President of the Institution of Engineers of Ireland to fill 

the vacancy. 

3.1.6 Care and Diligence 

3.1.6.1 The Consultant will act in all professional matters as faithful advisor to his client.  The 

Consultant shall discharge the services agreed in writing to be provided by him and he shall do so 

exercising all reasonable skill, care and diligence. 

3.1.7 Normal Services 

3.1.7.1 The services and supplies to be provided by the Consultant shall comprise those defined 

within the Specification. 

3.1.8 Insurance and Indemnity 

3.1.8.1 The Consultant shall hold Professional Indemnity Insurance (with a well established and 

reputable insurance office or underwriter of repute carrying on business in the European Union) with 

a limit of indemnity not less than one million euro for any one occurrence arising out of any one event 

arising out of any negligence, omission or default on the part of the Consultant. 

  
Proof of adequate Public Liability and Employer’s liability insurance shall be provided to OPW prior 

to appointment of the Consultant. As and when the Consultant is reasonably requested to do so by the 

OPW, the Consultant shall produce for inspection sufficient documentary evidence that the insurance 

required under this clause is being maintained in accordance with the terms of this Document. 

3.1.9 Information to be supplied to the Consultant 

The OPW shall supply information to the Consultant as described in the Specification. 

3.1.10 Payment for Services 

3.1.10.1 Payments for services supplied under the Contract shall be paid as percentages of the fixed-

fees specified in the Financial Tender Form (Section 3.5) according to the schedule below.  

 

Payment Milestone.......................................................................... Percentage of Fixed Fees Payable 

1. Submission of the Draft Final Report .......................................................................................60% 

2. Submission of the Final Report to the satisfaction of the OPW ...............................................40% 

 

3.1.10.2 Achievement of Payment Milestone 2 shall be deemed to have been achieved when a draft of 

the Final Report has been submitted, responses / comments have been provided by the OPW, and the 

Consultant has then resubmitted the Report with all of the comments appropriately addressed. The 

OPW shall provide responses to the Draft Final Report within three weeks of receipt, and shall review 

the Final Report to ensure that all comments have been appropriately addressed within three weeks of 

receipt. If comments have been appropriately addressed, then the OPW shall authorise the Consultant 

to submit an invoice for payment against Milestone 2. 
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3.1.11 Disbursements 

3.1.11.1 All Consultant’s costs associated with the work required under the Contact, including, but not 

necessarily limited to, travel, accommodation and subsistence, telephone, postage, printing, 

computing, managerial, corporate and secretarial support, etc. are deemed to be included within the 

fixed fees stated in the Tender Form, unless such costs are incurred as a result of authorised additional 

work for which the payment of disbursements has been explicitly approved by the OPW in writing. 

3.1.12 Payment of Accounts 

3.1.12.1 The payment of accounts due by the OPW shall be in accordance with the relevant Prompt 

Payment legislation in force in Ireland, and as applicable to Government Departments, at the time of 

the payment. 

 

The OPW shall not unduly delay the review and / or approval of invoices, unless a dispute arises in 

relation to the invoice. The OPW shall not unreasonably dispute invoices. 

 

All payments under the contract shall be conditional on the Consultant being in possession of a valid 

Tax Clearance Certificate at all times. 

 

Payment in connection with this Contract shall, where applicable, be subject to Irish Withholding Tax 

at the rate and in the manner prescribed by law as laid down by the Revenue Commissioners in 

Ireland. Details of the procedures for reclaiming withheld monies can be obtained from the Revenue 

Commissioners. 

 

All fees shall be subject to Value Added Tax the amount of which, at the rate and in the manner 

prescribed by law, shall be paid by the OPW to the Consultant. 

3.2 LAW AND LANGUAGE 

The Contract will be deemed to be carried out in the Republic of Ireland and will governed by the 

Laws of the Republic of Ireland. The provision of services and supplies as required under the Contract 

shall be delivered in the English language  

3.3 HEALTH AND SAFETY 

The Consultant shall comply with any duties incumbent upon them under health and safety law in 

Ireland.  
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3.4 FORM OF TENDER  

 

To:  COMMISSIONERS OF PUBLIC WORKS IN IRELAND 
 

TENDER:  FLOOD RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME: 

NATIONAL PLUVIAL SCREENING PROJECT 
 

I/We the undersigned, hereby tender to provide and deliver all of the the services and supplies 

described in the Tender Documents for the Contract entitled ‘Flood Risk Assessment and 

Management Programme: Pluvial Screening Project’, and any commitments stated in my/our Tender 

to services or outputs to be delivered, for the fees stated in the attached Financial Tender Form and do 

hereby agree should this Tender be accepted to observe and be bound by the conditions and the 

provisions specified within the Contract Documents. 

 

I/We undertake to complete the services required under the Contract within four months of 

Commencement. 

 

I/We confirm that collusive tendering has not been undertaken in the preparation of this Tender, and 

that no member or official of the OPW has been canvassed in any way. 

 

 

 Signed
1
: ...........................................................................................  

 Name: ...........................................................................................  

 Company: ...........................................................................................  

 Address: ...........................................................................................  

  ...........................................................................................  

  ...........................................................................................  

 Date: ...........................................................................................  

 

 Signed
1
: ...........................................................................................  

 Name: ...........................................................................................  

 Company: ...........................................................................................  

 Address: ...........................................................................................  

  ...........................................................................................  

  ...........................................................................................  

 Date: ...........................................................................................  

                                                
1
  To be signed by an authorised officer of the company 
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3.5 FINANCIAL TENDER FORM 

 

 
I/We the undersigned, hereby tender to provide and deliver in full the services described in the Tender 

Documents for the Contract entitled ‘Flood Risk Assessment and Management Programme: Pluvial 

Screening Project’, and any commitments stated in my/our Tender to services or outputs to be 

delivered if appointed as Consultant for the Project, for the fixed fee of: 

 

 

(numerals) € ...............................................................................................................................................  

 

 

(Sum in words) Euro..................................................................................................................................  

...................................................................................................................................................................  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signed
1
: ..................................................................................................Date: .........................................  

 

 

 

Signed
1
: ..................................................................................................Date: .........................................  

 

 

                                                
1
  To be signed by an authorised officer of the company 
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4 SPECIFICATION 

4.1 CONTRACT MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

4.1.1 Project Management 

The OPW shall direct the Consultant in the performance of his duties, review and approve work done, 

and shall undertake all other tasks normally associated with a Client.  

 

The Consultant (Project Manager and other key staff as appropriate to the stage of the Contract) shall 

attend Progress Meetings, to be held upon Commencement and then every month thereafter until 

completion or termination of the Contract. The Progress Meetings shall typically be held in the Dublin 

or Trim offices of the OPW.  

 

For each Progress Meeting (with the exception of the initial Meeting) the Consultant shall prepare and 

submit (at least three working days in advance of each meeting) to all relevant staff (OPW and other 

as necessary) a Progress Report that shall summarise progress and identify key issues, risks, findings, 

proposals, project management (including relevant financial) issues and other pertinent issues relevant 

to the stage of the Contract.  

 

The Consultant shall minute the Progress Meetings, including the identification of actions on all 

parties and associated deadlines, and submit the minutes to all relevant staff for review no later than 

three working days after the data of the meeting. 

4.1.2 Use of Digital Media and GIS 

The Consultant should, as far as reasonably possible, make use of digital data and media in 

undertaking the Contract, noting in particular the spatial nature of much of the work and the role GIS 

has to play.  

 

The Consultant shall deliver any maps in GIS format, while all other Deliverables shall be submitted 

in a suitable, editable digital format such that web-based publication may be readily achieved. Meta-

data requirements / formats for digital data shall be confirmed with the OPW after Commencement, 

but shall be compliant with ISO 19115 and relevant legislation such as the ‘INSPIRE’ Directive. 

 

The metadata and interoperability requirements of all deliverable spatial data shall be agreed with the 

OPW after Commencement, in order to align with the Metadata and Interoperability responsibilities 

for Public Authorities, as set out in Articles 5 & 6 and, insofar as possible, Articles 7-10 of the 

European Union Directive 2007/2/EC (the “Inspire” Directive), other agreed international standards, 

and, where relevant, with the technical reporting requirements and schema required with respect to the 

implementation of the ‘Floods’ Directive. 

4.2 DATA TO BE PROVIDED TO THE CONSULTANT 

The OPW shall provide the following data to the Consultant upon appointment for use on the project. 

 

All data provided is copyright of the OPW, or licensed to the OPW. The information and data will be 

provided to the Consultant for sole use on this Project. The information and data must not be used by 

the Consultant on any other project or passed to third parties, and must be returned to the OPW, with 

all copies deleted and removed from all data repositories (in hard and digital format), upon 

completion of the Project. 

4.2.1 National DTM and Imagery Data 

The OPW shall provide a medium resolution bare-earth Digital Terrain Model (5m horizontal 

resolution and 0.01m vertical resolution, to quoted vertical accuracy of 0.5m RMSE), collected using 

RADAR based technology in 2007.  
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The OPW shall provide Ortho-rectified panchromatic aerial photography (captured simultaneously as 

the above DTM data) with a ground pixel resolution of 62.5cm and a horizontal accuracy of 2m. 

4.2.2 Rainfall Depth-Duration-Frequency Data 

The OPW shall provide the rainfall depth-duration-frequency data as generated by Met. Eireann for 

the Flood Studies Update. This data, available in GIS format, provides national coverage of depth-

duration-frequency data for a wide range of duration and frequencies on the basis of 2km grid squares. 

4.2.3 Mapping Information 

The OPW shall provide the Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSi) cadastral maps at the scales available to 

the OPW. The Consultant may avail of the OPW licences for these datasets for use only on this 

Contract. The OPW does not accept any responsibility for errors or omissions in any information or 

map data provided to the Consultant for project planning purposes. 

The map information for which the OPW holds a licence includes: 

− Nationwide coverage of 1:50,000 Discovery Data and Webmap in raster format 

− 1:5,000 composite maps in raster format 

− 160 x Digi-Towns – Refer to www.osi.ie for further information (NOTE: The OPW makes no 

guarantee that such maps will be available for any given APSR) 

− Digi-Cities – Refer to www.osi.ie for further information (NOTE: The OPW makes no 

guarantee that such maps will be available for any given APSR) 

4.2.4 Flood Risk Receptor Datasets 

The OPW shall provide datasets on flood risk receptors, i.e., assets such as properties, infrastructure, 

etc., that might be prone to damage during a flood event, as they are available to the OPW at both a 

national level and in suitable digital format, including (but not limited to) the An Post GeoDirectory. 

4.2.5 Other Information 

The OPW may make available other potentially relevant information, if so required (noting the 

national scale and screening nature of the Project) by the Consultant. Such information might include: 

− The historic flood database underlying the OPW historic flood mapping website 

(www.floodmaps.ie) 

− CORINE  land use dataset 

− Vector network of drainage channels (rivers, streams, etc.) 

− Digital catchment descriptors 

− Information available from Local Authorities on areas prone to pluvial flooding 

− LiDAR and high-resolution ortho-imagery for limited areas 

4.3 PROJECT REQUIREMENTS 

The Consultants shall undertake analyses and services as required to produce the following outputs. 

4.3.1 Indicative Pluvial Flood Prone Areas 

The Consultant shall produce maps of the extents and overland flow routes of areas prone to pluvial 

flooding and the projected depths of flooding due to overland flow and ponding that are projected to 

arise from intense rainfall events, for a minimum of three indicative storm rainfall event frequencies 

(to be agreed with the OPW upon Commencement).  
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In producing the maps, the Consultant shall make best use of available or readily-derivable 

information, including that provided by the OPW as set out above. 

 

It is anticipated that the Consultant shall adopt an approach based on: 

− Rainfall depth-duration-frequency data, with the selection of suitable durations given the nature 

of pluvial flooding, and hence rainfall depths for each of the minimum of three storm rainfall 

event frequencies 

− Manipulation of DTM data and / or 2-dimensional hydraulic modelling / raster-based flood 

propagation methods, 

− Suitable deductions from rainfall depths (as a percentage of depth, a fixed or progressive depth, 

or in another manner) to indicatively reflect infiltration and urban stormwater drainage 

capacity. 

 

The Consultant may, but is not required to, provide flood flow velocity maps for flood flow paths for 

each flood event frequency. A commitment to provide flood flow velocity maps as set out in a 

Tenderers’ Tender shall however become contractually binding upon them if their Tender is accepted 

and the Tenderer is appointed as Consultant. 

 

The Consultant may, but is not required to, undertake sensitivity tests on the process used to generate 

the indicative flood prone areas, such as due to variations on percentage runoff rate or urban 

stormwater drainage capacity. A commitment to undertake any sensitivity tests as set out in a 

Tenderers’ Tender shall however become contractually binding upon them if their Tender is accepted 

and the Tenderer is appointed as Consultant. 

 

Tenderers are in no way bound or required to propose a methodology following the above approach, 

and should propose the methods they consider to be most suitable to meet the needs of the Project.  

Tenders shall be marked based on how, and the degree to which, all of the above objectives are 

proposed to be met. 

 

The formats of the maps, including the set of depth ranges to be mapped, shall be agreed with the 

OPW after Commencement. The maps shall be provided in digital GIS format, with associated meta-

data (see Section 4.1.2).  

4.3.2 Indicative Flood Risk Maps 

Based on the indicative flood prone area maps (as produced under Section 4.3.1), and flood risk 

receptor datasets as provided to the Consultant by the OPW (see Section 4.2.4), the Consultant shall 

derive indicative pluvial flood risk maps. 

 

In producing the maps, the Consultant shall make best use of available or readily-derivable 

information. 

 

It is anticipated that the Consultant shall adopt an approach based on: 

− An assessment of hazard based on frequency (probability) and projected flood depths (and if 

provided, flood velocities) for each flood event and location 

− The number and indicative vulnerability of flood risk receptors at a location of within an area 

− Separate risk density maps for common receptors (e.g., No. of Properties) and location maps for 

rare receptors (e.g., hospitals, major infrastructural assets, etc.) 

 

The Consultant may, but is not required to, make quantitative calculations of risk based on established 

methodologies, such as the Multi-Coloured Manual of the Flood Hazard Research Centre. A 

commitment to undertake such quantitative calculations of risk as set out in a Tenderers’ Tender shall 
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however become contractually binding upon them if their Tender is accepted and the Tenderer is 

appointed as Consultant. 

 

Tenderers are in no way bound or required to propose a methodology following the above approach, 

and should propose the methods they consider to be most suitable to meet the needs of the Project.  

Tenders shall be marked based on how, and the degree to which, all of the above objectives are 

proposed to be met. 

 

The formats of the maps shall be agreed with the OPW after Commencement. The maps shall be 

provided in digital GIS format, with associated meta-data (see Section 4.1.2).  

4.3.3 Validation & Site Visits 

The Consultant is not required to undertake site visits to validate the indicative flood prone areas or 

the flood risk maps. The Consultant shall however make use of any available or readily-derivable 

information to validate the indicative areas and degree of as might achievable within the programme 

of the Project. 

4.4 REPORTING 

4.4.1 Initial Report 

The Consultant shall submit to the OPW, within a target delivery date of two months after 

Commencement, an Initial Report that shall detail in full the work undertaken under the Project to 

produce the maps of the indicative pluvial flood prone areas, including all quality control process and 

outcomes, and draft versions of the maps of the indicative flood prone areas (Section 4.3.1).  

4.4.2 Draft Final Report 

The Consultant shall submit to the OPW, within a target delivery date of three months after 

Commencement, a Draft Final Report that shall detail in full the work undertaken under the Project, 

including all quality control process and outcomes, and the draft versions of the indicative flood risk 

maps (Section 4.3.2). 

4.4.3 Final Report 

The Consultant shall submit to the OPW, within a target delivery date of four months after 

Commencement, a Final Report that shall detail in full the work undertaken under the Project, as 

amended to reflect comments from the OPW on the Initial Report Draft Final Report, including all 

quality control process and outcomes, and the final versions of the indicative flood prone areas and of 

the indicative flood risk maps. 
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APPENDIX A – TENDER ASSESSMENT PROCESS 
 

The Tender submissions shall be assessed according to the following assessment matrix. 

 

 CRITERIA Marks 

out of: 

1 Project Methodology (Section 2.3.2) 

− Merits and clarity of proposed methodology for undertaking the 

Contract 

40 

2 Contribution to Quality by Persons Working on the Contract (Section 

2.3.3) 

− How the skills and abilities of the staff will contribute to achieving a 

high level of quality of delivery of the services required under the 

Contract 

20 

 

 

3 Project Management Procedures (Sections 2.3.4) 

− Merits and clarity of the proposed project management structures, 

programme 

5 

 

4 Tender Fees (Section 2.3.5)  

− Tendered Fee for undertaking the Contract relative to the other Tenders 

35 

 

 TOTAL 100 
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Appendix 2  Data provided by OPW 
 

Pluvial Screening of Ireland - Summary of data  
 

Data category 
 

Comment 

001 –  National Digital Height Model (Radar 
DTM) 

These data appear to be good quality. The 
data were resampled to 10m resolution and 
compiled into a catalogue to enable rapid use 
within ArcGIS. The resampled data were 
merged for each basin and exported to ASCII 
format for input to the AccData pre-
processing tool for RFSM pluvizal 
modelling. 

002 – Drainage Channel Data  These data were reviewed and used to assist 
with Basin delineation. 

003 –  Digital Catchment Descriptors – BFI 
Soils 

Not used  

003 –  Digital Catchment Descriptors – Soils 
and Subsoils 

Not used  

003 –  Digital Catchment Descriptors – 
SubCatchments 

These data are formatted very badly for use 
with this project. We have many thousands of 
files for each hydrometric area, each with an 
individual polygon shape. The polygons 
repeatedly overlap one another as they track 
down the catchment. There is a significant 
amount of processing required to use these 
data. This involves merging all files, 
identifying and resolving overlaps. 
 
The data were re-supplied in a better format 
with non-overlapping polygons and were 
subsequently used to delineate the processing 
Basins 

003 –  Digital Catchment Descriptors – 
ungauged Catchment Descriptors 

Not used 

004 –  Corine 2000  Not used 
005 – Lidar Extents Review of this dataset shows limited 

coverage of LiDAR data – The data were not 
used in preference of using a consistent 
Radar dataset everywhere, thus avoiding 
errors associated with integrating two 
different DTMs 

006 –  Digi-Towns Not used 
007 –  Digi-Cities Not used 
008 –  Depth Duration Frequency - National These data have been pre-processed and are 

ready to be input to the models 
009 –  Geodirectory These files were compiled into a geodatabase 

for calculation within the economic damage 
assessment tools.  

010 –  Historic Flood Database Not used 
011 –  Discovery 1_50,000 These data have been georeferenced and 
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catalogue for rapid use within ArcGIS 
012 –  1_5,000 Not Used 
013 –  Aerial Photography Not Used 
Hydrometric Areas Hydrometric areas converted to ArcGIS, and 

individual files merged to provide a shapefile 
covering all of NI. The data appear to provide 
a good dataset to provide the primary source 
of information for delineating the model 
domains. 

Economic Risk, report of previous study and 
spreadsheets  

These provided the details for mapping of the 
Postal data codes to those used by MCM. The 
spreadsheets were used to determine the 
financial conversion to present day and 
Euros. 
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Appendix 3  Rainfall processing 
 

A rainfall database for Ireland has been set up from the geo-referenced (2km grid) 
intensity – duration – frequency data provided by the client.  
 
Built upon the work done under Dti SAM project, the database enables the construction 
of the FSR 50% summer rainfall profiles of any of the 2Km grid cell of Ireland.  
 
The 21 durations and 9 return periods for which the database has been implemented are 
listed in Table 1 below: 
 

Table 1 - List of Durations and Return Period implemented in the rainfall database for 
Ireland 

Duration (hours) Return Period (years) 
0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 48, 72, 
96, 144, 192, 240, 288, 384, 480, 600 

2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 150, 200 

 
For any combination of the above durations and return periods, the database enables the 
identification of the corresponding rainfall event total depth and rebuilds (at any time 
step) a hyetograph based on the FSR summer event profile. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 1 - FSR 50% summer rainfall profile for 12hrs, 100 Year rainfall event. (Timestep 
2min, Cell 92000 East, 20000 North) 

 
Once the database was set up, validation of the FSR rainfall profile generated through 
the database was successfully compared to those automatically created within 
InfoWorks CS package. 
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Figure 2 - Validation of Database FSR events against InfoWorks CS FSR for a 12hrs, 100 
Year rainfall event. (Time step 2min, Cell 92000 East, 20000 North) 
 

In addition to the comparison of the hyetographs generated through the database 
(yellow curve) and Infoworks CS (pink curve), a test was made of adjusting the total 
rainfall depth in the database to equal the total depth of Infoworks CS event to show 
that the hyetograph generation process developed in the database (dark blue curve) 
provided an accurate match. 
 
Because the rainfall profiles generated for any given duration and return period are 
based on point rainfall, the database enables the use of areal reduction factors to be 
applied to convert the point profiles into areal rainfall for the same duration and return 
period. Areal reduction factors values were extracted from the Flood Studies Report 
Volume II Table 5.3 for durations of 1, 2, 3, 6 and 24 hours for any catchment up to 
30,000 km2.  
 
Figure 3 illustrates the use such areal reduction factor for a 1000 Km2 catchment on a 6 
hours 100 year rainfall event (ARF=0.83):  
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Figure 3 - Comparison between point and areal rainfall for a 6hrs, 100 Year rainfall event. 
(Time step 10min, Cell 92000 East, 20000 North) 
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Also incorporated within the database, was the capability of applying an initial loss 
model, referred to as depression storage, which enables the subtraction of an initial 
rainfall depth from the hyetograph. 
 
Figure 4 illustrates the use of a 5mm depression storage on the above rainfall profile, 
which has been universally applied for the study.  
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Figure 4 - Illustration of 5mm depression storage on a 6hrs, 100 Year rainfall event. (Time 
step 10min, Cell 92000 East, 20000 North) 
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Appendix 4  Description of the hydrodynamic 
version of RFSM 

 

Description of the RFSM tool and its 
application to the study 

 

1. Concepts of the RFSM 

The Dynamic RFSM is a hydraulic model that spreads flood water over a catchment. 
The RFSM uses topographic information such as LiDAR, and forms irregular floodable 
catchment areas. These are termed Impact Zones (IZs) and are the principal 
computational elements instead of using the level point information of the underlying 
DTM. An IZ is defined as a depression in the topography, with all points of the IZ 
draining towards a low point. The extent and therefore the size of an IZ is defined by a 
level threshold. However the fine description of the topography given by the DTM grid 
is captured by a curve giving the relation between water level and volume of water 
stored in every IZ.  
 
This approach means that the total number of computational elements is reduced (as the 
IZs are bigger than the DTM cells) allowing for faster computation. The use of the 
level-volume relationship means that the computation of the water level in an IZ is more 
precise than the use of an averaged ground level for situations where the IZ is not 
entirely flooded. 
 
Spreading of flood water is achieved by transferring water between IZs at each 
computational time-step. The discharge between IZs can be calculated by two methods, 
the Manning relationship (i.e. similar to diffusion wave models) or the weir relation. 
The computational time-step is constant. Water level, average discharge and average 
velocity are calculated in each IZ during the computation. 
 
The RFSM tool has been developed over the last five years to provide a very fast 
solution to the flood spreading problem for use in probabilistic flood risk analysis where 
multiple runs are required. The RFSM is computationally efficient and is therefore 
ideally suited for use at a national scale. 
 

2. AccData – topography pre-processing 

AccData is the tool that processes the DTM data to create the IZs. The main input file is 
the DTM saved as an ASCII grid. Optional input files are a rainfall depth grid (to 
calculate a total rainfall depth in every IZ) and a breakline grid (specifying the extent of 
each IZ, if the user does not want to build the IZs as depressions or want to modify an 
existing set of IZs). 
 
However for very high resolution information (LiDAR can now be provided at 0.25m 
horizontal resolution) the DTM is sampled at an appropriate resolution to prevent data 
overload. In this project the DTM data is at 10m and therefore no re-sampling takes 
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place before the IZs are created. However, where this does take place, the revised data 
set is commonly referred to as Impact Cells (IC). 
 
The AccData tool goes through the following steps during the processing to create 
Impact Zones: 
• searching the accumulation cells (low points) 
• delimitating the area draining towards every accumulation cell (by following the 

steepest slope), this is the extent of the IZ 
• calculating the Communication Levels (CLs) between IZs, i.e. the minimum 

threshold level allowing discharge between two IZs 
• checking the size of every IZ, and merging the IZs smaller than a value defined by 

the user (a small IZ is merged with its first neighbour, i.e. the neighbour with the 
lowest CL) 

• checking the lowest CL in every IZ, and merging the “shallow” IZs where the 
difference between the lowest point and the lowest CL is smaller than a value 
defined by the user (a shallow IZ is merged with its first neighbour, i.e. the 
neighbour with the lowest CL) 

• calculating the level-volume relation in each IZ  
• calculating the shape of the interface between two neighbours IZs (described as a 

level-width relationship) 
 
AccData then outputs 4 tables containing all the information calculated for each IZ in 
CSV format, plus some diagnostic data in ASCII grid format. These tables are used to 
build the database that the RFSM links to for the modelling. 
 

3. RFSM – flood spreading 

3.1. INPUTS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Inputs for flood flows can be specified in the form of hydrographs or hyetographs. Any 
number of hydrographs can be defined, the hydrograph time-steps do not have to be 
equal to the computational time-step and can be variable. A hyetograph is defined for a 
rainfall zone (i.e. a zone where the rainfall is considered uniform in space), and the 
hyetograph time-steps do not have to be equal to the computational time-step and can be 
variable. Any number of hyetograph/rainfall zones can be defined, each IZ is assigned 
to a rainfall zone if it exists. 
 
Infiltration can be defined in a similar way to rainfall. An infiltration rate is defined for 
an infiltration zone (where the infiltration is considered uniform in space). Any number 
of infiltration zones can be defined, each IZ is assigned to an infiltration zone if it 
exists. Alternatively a runoff coefficient can be defined for the rainfall for each IZ, 
unlike the infiltration rate, which will remove water from an IZ at every time-step 
without regard to whether the water is rainfall, or water provided by a hydrograph to the 
IZ, or runoff water flowing from a neighbouring IZ. The runoff coefficient applies only 
to the rainfall applied to each IZ during the computational time-step. 
 
The boundary limits of the model are currently treated as an impermeable boundary. 

3.2. SPREADING ALGORITHM 

The RFSM algorithm performs the following operations at each defined (constant) time-
step: 
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(a) Boundary Conditions treatment 
(b) Sort IZs on water level 
(c) Loop on every wet IZ 
(c1) Calculate outlet discharge towards neighbours  
(c2) Discharge limiters 
(c3) Use inlet discharge from neighbours 
(c4) Transfer volumes 
(c5) Calculate velocity 
(d) Treatment of IZs newly wets 
(e) Update water level (volume/level curve) for all wet IZs 
 
In task (a), input discharge, rainfall and infiltration are treated in the relevant IZs. 
Values of discharge or rainfall intensity are linearly interpolated between the values 
specified in the input files. 
 
In task (b), IZs are sorted on descending water level (see tasks c1-3). 
 
Task (c) is the main task of the algorithm. This analysis is only carried out on the wet 
IZs (in order to save computational time if some of the study area is not flooded) in 
order of descending water level. 
 
In task (c1) the outlet discharges are calculated using either the Manning relation (i.e. 
similar to diffusion wave models) or the weir relation. The irregular shape of the 
boundary between two IZs means that the boundary cross section is split into elemental 
rectangles, and discharges are calculated in each rectangle which are then summed up. 
 
In task (c2) the outlet discharges are limited to prevent oscillation of water levels 
between two IZs, this ensures the stability of the model. Taking two IZs 
(Figure 1 below), IZ A having a higher water level than IZ B, depending on the values 
of the water levels and the duration of the time-step and the discharge calculated in task 
(c1), it is possible that this can cause the water level to become higher in IZ B than in IZ 
A. This can create instabilities in the simulations, as the levels in IZs A and B will result 
in water oscillating in the following time-step. The discharge limiter prevents this from 
happening. 
 
In task (c3) the inlet discharges are not calculated as in task (c1), but the outlet 
discharges from the neighbouring IZs, which were previously calculated in task (c1), 
are re-used here. This is done so that the discharge limiters apply only once between 
two IZs and there is one consistent value of the discharge. This why the loop starts with 
the IZ with the highest water level (all interface discharges are outlet ones and are all 
checked by the discharge limiter) and ends with the IZ having the lowest water level (all 
interface discharges are inlet ones and the values are taken from the outlet discharge of 
the corresponding neighbouring IZ). 
  
In task (c4), volumes are transferred between IZs according to the discharges calculated 
in (c1-3). 
 
In task (c5), the average discharge is calculated in each IZ from the discharges at each 
interface with the neighbouring IZs. The average velocity is then calculated using the 
average discharge and an estimation of the average wet section. 
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In task (d) incoming volumes are transferred to the dry IZs that will become wet at the 
end of this time-step (as they are not treated as receiving IZs in the task (c) looping only 
on the wet IZs) 
 
In task (e) the water level is updated in all IZs using the level-volume relation. 
 

 
Figure 1 - Illustration of water level oscillation. 
 

3.3. OUTPUTS 

The Dynamic RFSM stores simulation results in three different tables: 
• Table 1 contains the maximum values of depth and velocity recorded during the 

simulation in each IZ 
• Table 2 contains the time series of depth and velocity in each IZ (the saving time-

step can be defined by the user independently of the computational time-step) 
• Table 3 contains the depth and velocity at the end of the simulation in each IZ 
 
Maximum values are updated at each computational time-step (and not only at each 
saving time-step), which ensures that the maximum values will be recorded properly 
and independently of the saving time-step. 
 
Post-processing tools allow extraction of the results from the database and visualising of 
the results in the form of plots or maps. 
 
 

 

IZ A IZ B 
time step n 

time step n+1 IZ A IZ B 
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Appendix 5  Loss model – rural 
 
Loss modelling (Infiltration and Depression storage) 
V2 – 26/01/10 
 
The critical duration storm for any catchment to give the maximum flood depth is a 
function of the losses from the system. If this is not modelled, the critical storm is the 
longest one. 
 
Depression storage  
Depression storage is a function of the losses in filling of depressions before runoff 
commences. This is both a real physical aspect (in a simplistic representation of real 
processes), but also it can be an artifice of modelling due to the assumptions made in 
carrying out the meshing process. This means that the depression depth used may be 
more than a few millimetres which is the typical amount that is lost. It may therefore be 
appropriate to assume no depression loss occurs, or even a negative depth, to 
compensate for this modelling effect. The rainfall data base tool has the facility to 
provide both negative as well as positive depression storage losses.  
 
In practice no compensation allowance has been made in the study and 5mm has been 
used universally throughout the project area. This is partly because it would be difficult 
to arrive at a suitable value (which would require some measurement of model 
performance to justify any value, but more relevantly, the use of RFSM tends to side-
step this issue as flood propagation is not done on a mesh basis as with traditional 
modelling such as TuFLOW or InfoWorks CS 2D. 
 
Continuing infiltration losses 
Infiltration losses should be variable taking into account the soil moisture saturation 
process. However a refined model is not warranted for this project considering the 
national scale approach as the soil characteristics are not sufficiently well defined to 
know what values should be used for the various soil types. The soil map for Ireland to 
be used is SOIL from FSR. This is a very coarse categorising of characteristics and 
there is no measured relationship between the SOIL categories and infiltration losses.  
 
Runoff volume can be calculated by using the formula provided in FSSR16. Although 
this estimate is better than the simple assumption of percentage runoff being equal to 
SPR, it is still a very approximate estimate. The volume of the runoff per unit area from 
a rural catchment can be calculated from the product of the rainfall depth and the 
percentage runoff. The percentage runoff for a site (PRRURAL) is given by the following 
equation: 
 
PRRURAL = SPR + DPRCWI + DPRRAIN 
 
Where: 
 
SPR is the standard percentage runoff which is a function of the five soil classes S1 to S5 
 
SPR = 10S1 + 30S2 + 37S3 + 47S4 + 53S5 

 
DPRCWI is a dynamic component of the percentage runoff.  This parameter reflects the 
increase in percentage runoff with catchment wetness.  The catchment wetness index 
(CWI) is a function of the average annual rainfall.  The relationship is shown in 
Figure 1. 
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DPRCWI  = 0.25 (CWI – 125) 
 
It is proposed that CWI is assumed to be 125 for this project. 
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Figure 1 - CWI vs SAAR – Flood Studies Report 
 
The DPRRAIN is the second dynamic component that increases the percentage runoff 
from large rainfall events. 
 
DPRRAIN = 0.45(P – 40)0.7  for P > 40 mm 
 
DPRRAIN = 0 for P ≤ 40 mm 
 
Where P is the rainfall depth 
 
The derivation of this equation is for extreme events therefore its application for 
frequent events is strictly not applicable. However this approach has the advantage of 
simplicity and provides some basis for making assumptions on losses based on soil type 
for all events used in the study.  
 
Having defined what proportion of rainfall that is the net rainfall (based on an ARF 
facility to provide net rainfall based on the catchment size), and using this formula for 
defining the net runoff, the loss rate due to infiltration can be calculated. An assumption 
that has to be made is that the losses occur over the duration of the storm and continue 
at the same rate thereafter, or alternatively assume some duration which could be 
shorter or longer than the storm. However without specific justification for this, the 
obvious choice is to use the storm duration. 
 
As the Basin being modelled will have slightly varying net rainfall, a simple approach 
of obtaining an average value will be used. 
 
This approach will be used for SOIL categories 1 to 5. 
 
Discussion 
This proposed approach has merit in obtaining values that relate to an existing national 
method whereas an arbitrary value of a constant loss rate is completely subjective. The 
proposed approach, due to the non-linearity of rainfall depth with increasing duration, 
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would result in lower infiltration losses for longer events. This is counter-intuitive, 
although loss rates do reduce due to soil saturation. The problem with this approach is 
that the critical duration for an event will tend to be for the longer duration storms. The 
alternative is to use one event – say 100 year 6 hours to define an infiltration loss rate 
for each soil type and then to use that for all events. 
 
Urban loss model 
SOIL 6/ Urban is used for urban areas. These are served by drainage systems and 
therefore “losses” are more significant than for rural runoff. Unfortunately urban areas 
are not 100% paved, and drainage systems operate at varying degrees of efficiency. 
There are a whole host of difficulties in predicting flooding locations accurately in 
urban areas, but it is important to recognise that the drainage systems are the dominant 
element until extreme rainfall takes place. 
 
The losses to drainage systems need to be measured to enable a value to be developed 
by the project. Appendix 6 explains what was done and the issues involved. In summary 
the value arrived at was 15mm which is around 2 to 4 times the loss rates used for soil 
types in rural areas.  
 
The following figure was produced by the Dti SAM to establish the threshold of 
flooding from the drainage system. This shows that duration is an important aspect (and 
reflects the volume of storage in the system). It should be noted this analysis determined 
the threshold for flooding at any point in a specific drainage system (Dalmarnock) and 
that this therefore does not reflect the general performance of drainage systems. It can 
be seen that 10mm/hr or lower is an approximation for the threshold for flooding.  
 

 
Figure 2 - Dti SAM drainage system flooding threshold analysis - Dalmarnock 
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Appendix 6  Loss model – urban 
 
This appendix was produced as a Technical Note (TN-MAR4572-02) to the study in 
March 2010. 
 
The objective of the study was to find an appropriate value for the loss model to be used 
which fairly represented the effect of the urban drainage system. The objective was to 
ensure a realistic prediction of the flooding extents and locations of flooding in urban 
areas. 
 

1. Introduction 

The national pluvial flood screening project for Ireland aims to map the whole of 
Ireland showing those areas likely to suffer from rainfall based (pluvial) flooding, as 
opposed to flooding from rivers and groundwater. In order to achieve this, rainfall is 
applied to a gridded 2D hydraulic model and allowed to move across the model surface 
and may pond in natural low areas causing flooding. In reality when rainfall lands on 
soil a significant portion infiltrates, with the infiltration rate depending largely on soil 
type and wetness. Infiltration rates for rural areas have been applied to the model on this 
basis.  
 
However, when modelling urban areas a very different process takes place. Here rainfall 
lands on a mixture of pervious and impervious surfaces. Impervious surfaces will 
deliver rainfall to the urban drainage system and pervious surfaces may infiltrate rainfall 
into the soil or as rainfall increases, deliver rainfall runoff to the drainage system. As 
rainfall intensity increases, the finite rate at which the urban runoff can be transmitted 
through the piped system may be exceeded and flooding will occur. This may be due to 
rainfall runoff not being able to enter the drainage system or backing up of a system and 
flooding out of certain manholes. 
 
The 2D hydraulic model used for the pluvial flood screening process cannot represent 
piped urban drainage system therefore the effect of the system must be approximated 
using an infiltration rate. This note describes the testing of three Infoworks Collection 
System (IWCS) urban drainage models under various rainfall conditions to assess the 
capacity of the systems and derive and infiltration rate for rainfall landing on urban 
areas for the 2D hydraulic model used for pluvial flood screening. 
 

2. Models selected for study 

The three models were selected on the basis that they typically represented a range of 
different drainage systems constructed over a long period. This was intended to ensure 
that the likely range of capacities in the urban drainage systems of Ireland will be 
sampled. The locations of these catchments are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 - Locations of the three study catchments in and around Dublin 
(Copyright Google Earth) 
 

2.1. DUBLIN – CITY CENTRE DOCKLANDS 

This was selected to represent the oldest type of drainage system likely to be found in 
Ireland. It is a combined system which has developed over many years. It is a flat low 
lying area in Dublin.  

2.2. RATHMINES AND PEMBROKE 

This was selected to represent a Victorian sewer system with a layout planned in a 
single stage. It reflects a relatively high density with mix of commercial and residential 
areas. The catchment ranges from flat through to some areas with slopes. 

2.3. SWORDS 

This was selected to represent the drainage system of a small provincial town. It 
contains both an older town centre system and more recent housing developments 
around its periphery. The density of paved area is somewhat less than the other two 
areas and the drainage system is relatively modern by comparison. 

2.4. LIMITATIONS OF MODELS 

It is important to recognise the IWCS models selected to derive infiltration rates are 
themselves an imperfect representation of reality. The following limitations must be 
borne in mind: 
 
• The IWCS models used in this study are not sufficiently detailed to represent the 

smallest pipes in the system and hence some storage in the upper portion of the 
models may not be represented. 
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• The quality of the IWCS models in reproducing flows during high (30 and 100 
year) return period events has not been verified. 

• IWCS does not model flooding due to rainfall not being able to enter gullies due to 
poor spacing / blockage etc. Hence flooding from very short duration events is 
likely to be under-represented. 

• The runoff model is biased towards paved runoff, and may under-represent runoff 
from pervious surfaces for extreme events. 

2.5. PREPARATION OF MODELS 

A few changes were required to the models in order to complete this testing. The main 
change was to change all the manholes with ‘stored’ type flooding to ‘lost’ type 
flooding. Flooding in IWCS models can only occur at nodes which usually represent 
manholes. In most IWCS 1D models flooding from the piped system is represented as 
passing upwards out of the manhole into an inverted cone which stores the water 
allowing it back into the manhole as the flood levels recede. When the manhole flood 
types are set to ‘lost’ when flood water passes up out of a manhole it is removed from 
the model. This allows the straightforward measurement of the proportion of flooding at 
each manhole and the catchment. It also allows these flood volumes to be transferred to 
a separate 2D model to then route using the topography of the area.  
 
In the City Centre Docklands model only a portion of the model was to be interrogated 
hence only a section had its manhole flood type changed. The remainder of the model 
was left unchanged as flow in and out of the Docklands areas takes place due to its 
connection with the City Centre network. These transfers were accounted for in 
calculating the infiltration rate. 
 

3. Methodology 

The methodology broadly involved running various rainfall events through the IWCS 
models and measuring the volumes of flooding in the system then comparing this to the 
rainfall depth and intensity of rainfall to give a rate of ‘infiltration’ of rainfall into the 
drainage system. When this rate is exceeded flooding is anticipated to begin. 
 
However, there is a complication in the measurement of system capacity which is 
associated with storm duration. This occurs because urban drainage systems mitigate 
flooding in two ways. The first is volumetric storage within the system and the second 
is rate of flow in the system’s pipes.  
 
At any given return period a rainfall event may possess a range of rainfall depths and 
durations. As the rainfall duration increases so does the rainfall depth, but at a lower 
rate causing the intensity of the event to decrease. This follows the path of the black 
trace in Figure 2. Longer duration events have a higher total rainfall depth and a lower 
intensity. 
 
When a storm event begins rainfall enters an empty pipe system and it begins to fill. 
This initial storage may be sufficient to accommodate low rainfall depth, high intensity 
events. Such events would fall to the left of the red line in Figure 2. If a storm with a 
greater rainfall depth and lower intensity occurs the storage in the system is filled and 
flooding in the system is then mitigated by the rate of removal of rainfall. Such events 
would fall beneath the horizontal red line in Figure 2. The critical storm duration is that 
which has a sufficient rainfall depth to fill the storage in the system but is also 
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sufficiently intense to beat the rate at which the system can remove the runoff and is 
shown as the shaded area in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2 - Schematic of system storage and flow capacity as drivers of flooding for a single 
rainfall return period 

 
It is also worth noting that design rainfall profiles, because they use variable intensity as 
the storm progresses, may cause flooding during the most intense central part of the 
storm and not during the beginning and end phases so in fact the red lines shown in 
Figure 2 would actually form wider bands if design storm profiles were to be applied. 
 
A further complication occurs due to the IWCS modelling process. The software does 
not model the entry of rainfall runoff into the gully system. Runoff is all assumed to 
reach the piped system, from where it may flood. In reality during intense rainfall 
events a proportion of the rainfall may not enter the gullies despite the piped system 
beneath not being at capacity. This may cause localised flooding which is not modelled 
in IWCS. However, it is beyond the current technical capacities to model a drainage 
system at the scale of individual gullies.  
 
Two approaches were trialled. Firstly design rainfall events were run through the IWCS 
models. Secondly, a constant high intensity rainfall event was run through the systems 
for 6 hours to achieve equilibrium in the system. 
 

3.1. DESIGN RAINFALL EVENTS 

Design rainfall events were run through the IWCS models for a range of durations (1, 3, 
6, 24 hours) for the 30 and 100 year return periods. These have the advantage of having 
time varying intensity profiles which are given to represent actual storm events hence 
the resulting flooding is more likely to represent reality than when a constant intensity 
event is used.  
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However, due to the different intensity profiles applied, each storm run through the 
model will result in a different ‘infiltration’ rate, as discussed above.  
 
The infiltration rates were calculated by summing all the flood volumes for each design 
event and comparing this with the rainfall volume for the same event. The difference 
between the rainfall and flooding volumes was assumed to have infiltrated either into 
pervious surfaces, or to have been drained through the sewer system and this was used 
as the basis for calculating the rate at which infiltration in urban areas occurs. 

3.2. CONSTANT INTENSITY RAINFALL 

A constant intensity rainfall event of 50m/hr was run for 6 hours through each IWCS 
model in order to assess the steady state capacity of the models without the effects of 
time varying intensity, storage in the system and infiltration to pervious surfaces. This 
approach has the advantage of ensuring that there are no periods during the analysis 
when rainfall is less than the capacity of the drainage system. 
 
The infiltration was calculated by measuring the outflow rate from all the outfalls in the 
IWCS models when steady state had been achieved. Given the surface area over which 
rainfall was applied allows the infiltration rate into the system in mm/hr to be 
calculated. 
 
A major problem problem with this approach involves the modelling of pervious 
surfaces in IWCS. These use a runoff model which increase the percentage runoff into 
the drainage system as the soil becomes increasingly wet. This means that in applying 
such a great deal of rainfall the pervious area results in runoff generation of the order of 
100% or more which is unrealistically high. However, because it is system capacity, not 
percentage runoff which is being measured this did not present a problem in arriving at 
an answer for the effective infiltration loss rate, but clearly this answer is unrealistically 
low. 
 

4. Results 

This section presents the results of running the IWCS models in terms of the resulting 
urban infiltration rates. Table 1 shows the key IWCS model characteristics. 
 
Table 1 – Key IWCS model characteristics 
 

Catchment 
City 

Centre 
Docklands 

Rathmines 
and 

Pembroke 
Swords 

Soil Type 
42ha = type 1, 
remaining is 2 

4 2 

Subcatchments 1,509 2,165 2,078 

Subcatchments Total Area (ha) 591 1,485 901 

Subcatchments Contributing Area (ha) 587 1,177 418 

Subcatchments Population Count 37,124 92,775 28,992 

Subcatchments Runoff Surface (ha) 643 835 412 
Subcatchments Runoff 
Sur.%Impervious 54 47 42 

Subcatchments Runoff Sur.%Pervious 45 52 57 
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4.1. DESIGN RAINFALL EVENTS 

Eight design rainfall events were run through the system and the results extracted are 
given in Table 2 below, infiltration rates are given in bold at the bottom of the table. 
 
The critical duration events (in terms of flood volume) for the 30 and 100 year return 
period are the 3 and 6 hour storms. The resulting infiltration rates vary considerably 
depending on storm duration. This is mostly dictated by the rainfall intensity with the 
long duration storms having low intensities and therefore low infiltration rates. These 
results indicate that an infiltration rate should be selected for each storm event otherwise 
flooding may be over or under estimated at other return periods. 
 

Table 2 – Key results for design events 
 

Catchment 
City 

Centre 
Docklands 

Rathmines 
and 

Pembroke 
Swords 

  

Event Flood volume (m3) 
Rainfall 

total depth 
(mm) 

Maximum 
rainfall 

intensity 
(mm/hr) 

M100-60 43,215 56,055 14,362 28.7 108.9 

M100-180 67,896 78,384 16,215 44.7 58.4 

M100-360 73,198 78,857 14,475 55.7 36.4 

M100-1440 54,808 47,439 4,599 82.5 13.5 

M30-60 25,508 33,414 7,321 21.9 83.2 

M30-180 39,732 44,145 7,682 34.0 44.4 

M30-360 41,917 41,873 6,150 42.8 28.0 

M30-1440 26,541 18,157 1,407 65.2 10.6 

      

Event Flood depth (mm)   

M100-60 6.7 6.7 3.5   

M100-180 10.6 9.4 3.9   

M100-360 11.4 9.4 3.5   

M100-1440 8.5 5.7 1.1   

M30-60 4.0 4.0 1.8   

M30-180 6.2 5.3 1.9   

M30-360 6.5 5.0 1.5   

M30-1440 4.1 2.2 0.3   

      

Event Infiltration depth (mm)   

M100-60 22.0 22.0 25.3   

M100-180 34.1 35.3 40.7   

M100-360 44.4 46.3 52.2   

M100-1440 73.9 76.8 81.3   

M30-60 18.0 17.9 20.2   

M30-180 27.8 28.7 32.1   

M30-360 36.3 37.8 41.3   

M30-1440 61.0 63.0 64.8   

      

Event Percent 'runoff'   

M100-60 30.5% 30.5% 13.8%   

M100-180 30.9% 26.6% 9.7%   

M100-360 25.7% 20.4% 6.7%   

M100-1440 11.5% 7.4% 1.4%   
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Catchment 
City 

Centre 
Docklands 

Rathmines 
and 

Pembroke 
Swords 

  

M30-60 22.0% 22.3% 8.8%   

M30-180 22.2% 18.4% 5.8%   

M30-360 17.9% 13.3% 3.6%   

M30-1440 6.8% 3.5% 0.5%   

      

Event Mean 'infiltration' rate (mm/hr) 
Duration 

(hr) 

Mean 
intensity 
(mm/hr) 

M100-60 22.0 22.0 25.3 1 28.7 

M100-180 11.4 11.8 13.6 3 14.9 

M100-360 7.4 7.7 8.7 6 9.3 

M100-1440 3.1 3.2 3.4 24 3.4 

M30-60 18.0 17.9 20.2 1 21.9 

M30-180 9.3 9.6 10.7 3 11.3 

M30-360 6.1 6.3 6.9 6 7.1 

M30-1440 2.5 2.6 2.7 24 2.7 

 

4.2. CONSTANT INTENSITY RAINFALL 

Table 3 gives the results of the constant 50mm/hr intensity rainfall test. Note that one 
Docklands column is shaded grey. This is because the results from the Docklands were 
not found to be representative due to the representation of some dock areas resulting in 
very high outflow without flooding. These were excluded from the model due to the 
poor representation of the drainage system in these areas. The infiltration rates here are, 
as expected, lower than those for the short (1 and 3 hr) storms due to the exclusion of 
storage in the system and also the very high runoff from pervious surfaces. 
 

Table 3 – Results of constant intensity rainfall test 

 50mm/hr constant rainfall 
City Centre 
Docklands 

City Centre 
Docklands 

revised 

Rathmines 
and 

Pembroke 
Swords 

Rainfall rate at end of simulation 
(m3/sec) 89.4 68.2 116.0 57.2

Flood rate at end of simulation 
(m3/sec) 58.3 58.3 90.6 41.4

Outflow rate at end of simulation 
(m3/sec) 30.4 9.3 17.4 17.3

Flow unaccounted for at end of 
simulation (m3/sec) 0.7 0.6 8.0 -1.6

Infiltration rate' into drainage 
system (mm/hr) 17.0 6.8 7.5 15.2

 

5. Conclusions 

The testing detailed in this note has lead to the derivation of a range of urban infiltration 
values depending on the method, design rainfall event and IWCS model applied. It is 
clear from this study that if a value is selected for urban infiltration rate it will have 
limitations on the return period and duration of event it is suitable for and the type of 
urban drainage system it is aiming to represent. However, the work has formed the basis 
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for informed selection of urban infiltration rates and the sensitivity of infiltration rates 
has been tested. 
 
Given the various limitations which have been detailed, the results have been examined 
and it has been agreed that 15mm/hr is an appropriate value to use. This is supported by 
the fact that: 
 
1. This intensity reflects a return period of a 5 year 1 hour event, or 10 year 2 hour 

event (durations for which urban drainage systems are critical) 
2. The project analysis uses design storm profiles and therefore the limitations of the 

periods when the intensity of the event is lower than the drainage system has 
already been allowed for in the analysis which used design rainfall data. 

3. The subsequent analysis which used the flooding which was routed using RFSM 
provided reasonable confidence that the locations of flooding and their extent for 
the more extreme events replicated the use of RFSM with this loss rate. 
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Appendix 7  InfoWorks CS – RFSM comparison with 
InfoWorks CS 2D at Basin scale. 

 
This information is the result of internal research by HR Wallingford to check on the 
relative capabilities of RFSM and InfoWorks CS 2D. The appendix is drawn from 
Technical Note MAR4572-01. 
 

1. SUMMARY 

This note briefly describes the results of a comparison between the Dynamic Rapid 
Flood Spreading Model (RFSM) and Infoworks Collection Systems 2D (Infoworks CS 
2D) for the modelling of pluvial flooding. The comparison was undertaken to assess the 
differences in flooding characteristics derived using the two models. Infoworks CS 2D 
uses a more thorough hydraulic solver than RFSM and represents more closely the 
hydraulic behaviour of overland flow. It is typically used to model flooding on a smaller 
scale and more detail, frequently within the urban environment. However, it is not 
appropriate for this project for the following reasons; 
 
• The very large areas requiring modelling cannot be represented in Infoworks CS 

2D without using a mesh resolution too coarse to represent the level of detail in the 
Ireland DTM 

• Infoworks CS 2D is computationally intensive and hence run times become a 
significant constraint 

• The Infoworks CS 2D software is a standalone package unsuited to the 
customisation required for a bespoke project such as this. 

 
This testing has resulted in a favourable comparison for RFSM between the two models. 
Differences between the models have been quantified and can be explained by the 
different ways in which the models perform hydraulic calculations. This lends increased 
confidence to the use of RFSM for pluvial flood screening in Ireland. 
 

2. Development of an Infoworks CS 2D model 

Infoworks CS version 10 was used to create a 2D mesh of the pilot test Basin 8. A mesh 
was created using the same boundary polygon as used in RFSM although the vertices 
were thinned to avoid creation of very small triangles around the polygon boundaries. A 
vertical wall was applied to the Infoworks CS 2D model boundary to replicate that used 
in the RFSM model. 
 
The same DTM was used as for the RFSM model (10m grid). A roughness of 0.05 
Manning’s N was applied which is considered to be a representative mean roughness for 
rural areas. The RFSM does not use roughness directly so a value identical in both 
models could not be applied. 
 
The maximum triangle size was set as 2000m2 which is considerably larger than the 
cells used by the RFSM (100m2). (A smaller maximum size could not be used which 
enabled InfoWorks CS to be applied to this Basin). However, smaller triangles could 
not be use in simulations due to computational memory constraints determined by the 
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machine operating system. This created 551309 triangles with a size distribution shown 
in Figure 1 and an average triangle size of 1287m2. 
 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of Impact Zones in the RFSM model. These are the 
subcatchments to which rainfall is applied (as opposed to the 10m grid which the 
flooding is mapped over). 
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Figure 1 - Infoworks CS 2D mesh triangle size distribution 
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Figure 2 - RFSM Impact Zone size distribution 
 
The most complex part of the comparison was the development of the spatial rainfall 
and evaporation profiles used by RFSM. Infoworks requires a polygon to be defined for 
each combination of rainfall profile and evaporation rate and cannot allow the two to be 
applied separately. Therefore the RFSM impact zones were aggregated on the basis of 
evaporation profile and rainfall profile and the resulting polygons were assigned to their 
respective profiles. Significant vertex thinning of the polygons was required in order to 
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successfully import to Infoworks CS and link with the rainfall and evaporation files. 
However, this should not introduce significant error into the results with respect to the 
comparison with RFSM. 
 
The comparison has been carried out for the 100 year 6 hour and 24 hour storm events. 
 

3. Results  

The Infoworks CS mesh was exported as a “shape” file containing the maximum water 
depth on each triangle. This was rasterised to a 10m resolution using the ‘convert from 
polygon to raster’ tool in ArcMap. This raster of maximum flood depth was then 
reclassified, again in ArcMap with a value of 1 for cells flooded to a depth less than 
0.1m and a value of 2 for cells flooded to a depth greater than this. This threshold was 
required because all cells received a limited depth of flooding due to the rainfall 
arriving on the mesh surface.  
 
The RFSM raster (already 10m resolution) was reclassified in a similar manner except 
that areas flooded to a depth greater than 0.1m were assigned a value of 3 (so that 
depths less than 0.1m could be excluded from the comparison). 
 
The two rasters were then summed and the resulting raster possessed the following 
codes; 2 = areas flooded in neither model, 3 = areas flooded only in Infoworks CS, 
4 = areas flooded only in RFSM, 5 = areas flooded in both models. The resulting map is 
shown in Figure 2 for the 6 hour and Figure 3 for the 24 hour storm. Table 1 below 
gives a summary of the flooded areas in both models’ runs. 
 

Table 1 - Comparison of Infoworks CS 2D and dynamic RFSM 
 

Rainfall event Model Infoworks CS 2D Dynamic RFSM 
Flooding 
predicted in 
both models 

Total flooded 
area (km2) 

54 43 29 100 year 6 
hours 

Run time 
7:30 hours (8 hour 
model run) 

2:30 hours (8 hour 
model run) 

 

Total flooded 
area (km2) 

42 54 38 
100 year 24 
hours 

Run time 
25 hours (48 hour 
model run) 

2:40 hours (48 
hour model run) 

 

 
Below are a number of key conclusions on the spatial differences between the results 
from the two models; 
 
• In terms of maximum flooded area the catchment is critical at the 6 hour storm if 

Infoworks CS is used but this is 24 hour if RFSM is used. The change in flood 
extent between the two durations tested is quite significant being approximately 
20%. 

• The 6 hour storm predicts more extensive flooding using Infoworks CS. The 
additional flooding predicted using Infoworks CS (but not RFSM) for the 6 hour 
storm appears to be mainly within small channels and shows the maximum depth 
of water flowing along these small channels during the storm. The areas flooded 
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using RFSM (but not Infoworks CS) for this storm appear to be mainly isolated 
pockets of flooding away from the channels. 

• The 24 hour storm predicts more extensive flooding using RFSM. There is little 
additional flooding predicted using Infoworks CS (but not RFSM). The areas 
flooded using RFSM (but not Infoworks CS) for this storm appear to be mainly 
isolated pockets of flooding away from the channels and the lower reaches of 
rivers. 

• There is closer agreement between RFSM and Infoworks CS for the 24 hour storm 
(38km2 flooded in both models) than the 6 hour storm (29km2 flooded in both 
models). 

• The run times in InfoWorks CS are significantly greater than in RFSM. 
• InfoWorks CS does not have the capability to distribute the flood results to a high 

resolution (a 10m grid).  
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Figure 1 - Comparison of RFSM with InfoWorks CS 2D 
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Appendix 8  Minutes of meetings 
 

National Pluvial Screening Project 
Start-up Meeting 

 

Minutes 

 
 
Date: 08/01/2010 

 
 
Time: 10.00 
am 

 
 
Venue: Opw Offices, 17-19 Lr. Hatch STreet, Dublin 2  

 

CHAIRMAN John Martin 

NOTE TAKER Oliver Nicholson 

 
ATTENDEES: 
 
 
 
APOLOGIES: 
 

Mark Adamson, Project Director (OPW) 
John Martin, Project Manager (OPW) 
Oliver Nicholson (OPW) 
Michael Caden (OPW) 
 
Richard Kellagher (HR Wallingford) 
Paul Sayers (HR Wallingford) 

 

 

1.     Introductions 

NOTES 
- See above for names of those present. 

 
 

2.     presentation by hr wallingford 

NOTES 
- Richard Kellagher gave a presentation on the HR Wallingford proposal (as outlined in the tender) under the 
headings of Methodology, Data issues, Management, and Programme. 
- The cell size to be used in the analysis will be 10m X 10m. 

 

3.     data provision (OPW) 

NOTES 
- Oliver Nicholson issued HR Wallingford with the data that was requested on 23rd December ’09. The 
contents are listed on the attached index page at the end of this document. 

 

4.     aspects needing agreement 

NOTES  

Return Periods 
OPW are to inform HRW of the choice of the 3 return periods to be mapped before Friday 15th January. 
The Summer Profile is to be used. 
 
SOIL Data 
The 1975 FSR SOIL map for Ireland is to be used. 
 
Hazard Maps Format 
The hazard maps are to be produced in GIS Grid format 
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5.     management and technical staff 

NOTES  

The HR Wallingford Staff have not changed from that which was stated in the tender proposal. 
The HRW Project Manager will be Richard Kellagher, and the Project Director  will be Paul Sayers. 
 
Richard Kellagher and John Martin are to copied-in on all correspondence. 

 

6.     Programme 

NOTES  

The Start Date for the project is 08/01/2010. 
Pilot Study Outputs due 01/02/2010 
Draft Final Report shall be issued before 12/03/2010 

 

7.     contRacts 

NOTES  
˘ There will be no changes made to the conditions of contract as published in the call for tenders. 
˘ Michael Caden will issue a letter to HRW confirming the limit of liability before Friday 15th January. 
˘ Richard Kellagher raised a query as to the status of IP rights noted in 3.1.4. of the conditions of contract. The 
interim and final outputs from the project, as well as data generated in the course of the methodology, will be the 
property of OPW. Software created outside of this project will not come under the ownership of OPW. 
 

 

8.     risk register 

NOTES  
˘ HRW shall flag any issues that require clarification in a proactive manner and will state an expected date for 
OPW to deal with the request. 
 

9.     Other Business/ summary of Decisions and Actions 

NOTES  
List of Actions: 
˘ Michael Caden will issue a letter to HRW confirming the limit of liability before Friday 15th January. 
˘ OPW are to map the geo-directory categories to those in the MCM by the FHRC. 
˘ OPW to inform HRW what Consumer Price Index and Purchasing Power Parity numbers to use. 
˘ OPW are to inform HRW what return period rainfalls to use for the flood hazard mapping before 15th 
January. 
˘ HRW are to give OPW the basins for the Dublin Region in order to identify the exact pilot areas to use. 
˘ OPW are to inform HRW what two basins in the Dublin Region to use as pilot areas following receipt of the 
basins. 
˘ HR to propose infiltration/loss rates for discussion with OPW. 
˘ OPW to inform HRW of the threshold flood levels to be mapped. 
˘ OPW to confirm if risk outputs are to be in terms of property count or economic damages 
˘ OPW are to define the threshold levels for properties (If we undertake economic risk assessment using 
Expected Annual Damages). 
˘ OPW will need to generate the 1:1000 year return period rainfall if it is to be mapped by HRW. 
 
Decisions: 
˘ We will not include climate change in the initial runs. 
˘ The 1975 FSR SOIL Mapping is to be used. 
˘ The Summer Rainfall Profile is to be used. 
˘ Hazard maps are to be produced in GIS format. 
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˘ All correspondence to go to both John Martin and Richard Kellagher. 
˘ There will be no changes made to the conditions of contract as published in the call for tenders. 

ACTION ITEMS 
PERSON 
RESPONSIBLE 

DEADLINE 

 
 
 
 

 

 

10.     Next Meeting 

NOTES  

˘ Next Meeting to be held in Hatch Street Dublin 2 on 4th February 2010. 

ACTION ITEMS 
PERSON 
RESPONSIBLE 

DEADLINE 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
____________________________ 

Oliver Nicholson 

08/01/’10 
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National Pluvial Screening Project 

2nd Meeting 

Minutes 

 
 
Date: 10/02/2010 

 
 
Time: 9.30 am 

 
 
Venue: Opw Offices, 17-19 Lr. Hatch STreet, Dublin 2  

 

CHAIRMAN John Martin 

NOTE TAKER Oliver Nicholson 

 
ATTENDEES: 
 
 
 
 
APOLOGIES: 

Mark Adamson, Project Director (OPW) 
John Martin, Project Manager (OPW) 
Oliver Nicholson (OPW) 
Richard Kellagher (HR Wallingford) 
 
 
 

 

 

1.     minutes of last meeting 

NOTES 
- Since the last meeting HR Wallingford have sent the Memorandum of Understanding to OPW, and are 
awaiting receipt of a signed copy of same from Michael Caden. 
- JM has sent the CPI temporal conversion factors and the PPP figures to HRW. 
- HRW are still awaiting the 1:1,000 year return period rainfall Depth-Duration-Frequency Profiles from OPW. 
- HRW were previously asked to model ,ap the 1:25 year return period pluvial event. The DDF model does not 
provide 1:25 yr return period rainfalls, so they will be using the 1:30 yr rainfall instead. 
- Richard Kellagher informed Mark Adamson by email that the cost of reporting property counts in flooded 
areas would be €7,000.  

O.N. to chase up M. Caden re: signing the MoU. 
JM to chase up the 1,000 yr DDF profiles. 

 

2.     overview of data assessment 

NOTES 
- Richard Kellagher gave a presentation on the HR Wallingford proposal (as outlined in the tender) under the 
headings of Methodology, Data issues, Management, and Programme. 
- The cell size to be used in the analysis will be 10m X 10m. 

 
 

3.     rainfall processing 

NOTES 
- Oliver Nicholson issued HR Wallingford with the data that was requested on 23rd December ’09. The 
contents are listed on the attached index page at the end of this document. 

 
 

4.     pilot basins 

NOTES  
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Return Periods 
OPW are to inform HRW of the choice of the 3 return periods to be mapped before Friday 15th January. 
The Summer Profile is to be used. 
 
SOIL Data 
The 1975 FSR SOIL map for Ireland is to be used. 
 
Hazard Maps Format 
The hazard maps are to be produced in GIS Grid format 
 

 

5.     infiltration/depression losses 

NOTES  

The HR Wallingford Staff have not changed from that which was stated in the tender proposal. 
The HRW Project Manager will be Richard Kellagher, and the Project Director  will be Paul Sayers. 
 
Richard Kellagher and John Martin are to copied-in on all correspondence. 

 

6.     property counts 

NOTES  

Mark Adamson noted that he thought the figure of €7,000 that was quoted for reporting on property counts in 
flooded areas was somewhat excessive, and there may have been a misunderstanding of the degree of work 
expected by OPW.  
Richard Kellagher informed him that most of the cost was based on the degree of reporting envisaged. 
 
For OPW purposes property counts will be on a hydrometric area basis with only a single number per HA being 
reported. 
For the three AEPs identified, the reporting will identify the number of geodirectory points resulting as either wet 
or dry.  
Richard Kellagher is to look into revising the figure of €7,000. 

 

7.     current issues 

NOTES  
˘ There will be no changes made to the conditions of contract as published in the call for tenders. 
˘ Michael Caden will issue a letter to HRW confirming the limit of liability before Friday 15th January. 
˘ Richard Kellagher raised a query as to the status of IP rights noted in 3.1.4. of the conditions of contract. The 
interim and final outputs from the project, as well as data generated in the course of the methodology, will be the 
property of OPW. Software created outside of this project will not come under the ownership of OPW. 

 

 

8.     milestones & programme 

NOTES  
˘ HRW shall flag any issues that require clarification in a proactive manner and will state an expected date for 
OPW to deal with the request. 
 

9.     Other Business/ summary of Decisions and Actions 

NOTES  
List of Actions: 
˘ Michael Caden will issue a letter to HRW confirming the limit of liability before Friday 15th January. 
˘ OPW are to map the geo-directory categories to those in the MCM by the FHRC. 
˘ OPW to inform HRW what Consumer Price Index and Purchasing Power Parity numbers to use. 
˘ OPW are to inform HRW what return period rainfalls to use for the flood hazard mapping before 15th 
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January. 
˘ HRW are to give OPW the basins for the Dublin Region in order to identify the exact pilot areas to use. 
˘ OPW are to inform HRW what two basins in the Dublin Region to use as pilot areas following receipt of the 
basins. 
˘ HR to propose infiltration/loss rates for discussion with OPW. 
˘ OPW to inform HRW of the threshold flood levels to be mapped. 
˘ OPW to confirm if risk outputs are to be in terms of property count or economic damages 
˘ OPW are to define the threshold levels for properties (If we undertake economic risk assessment using 
Expected Annual Damages). 
˘ OPW will need to generate the 1:1000 year return period rainfall if it is to be mapped by HRW. 
 
Decisions: 
˘ We will not include climate change in the initial runs. 
˘ The 1975 FSR SOIL Mapping is to be used. 
˘ The Summer Rainfall Profile is to be used. 
˘ Hazard maps are to be produced in GIS format. 
˘ All correspondence to go to both John Martin and Richard Kellagher. 
˘ There will be no changes made to the conditions of contract as published in the call for tenders. 

ACTION ITEMS 
PERSON 
RESPONSIBLE 

DEADLINE 

 
 
 
 

 

 

10.     Next Meeting 

NOTES  

Next Meeting to be held in Hatch Street Dublin 18th March 2010. 

ACTION ITEMS 
PERSON 
RESPONSIBLE 

DEADLINE 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
____________________________ 

Oliver Nicholson 

08/03/’10 
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National Pluvial Screening Project 

Meeting no. 3 
 

Minutes 

 
 

Date: 18/03/2010 

 
 

Time: 9.30 am 

 
 

Venue: Opw Offices, 17-19 Lr. Hatch STreet, Dublin 2  

 

CHAIRMAN John Martin 

NOTE TAKER Oliver Nicholson 

 
ATTENDEES: 
 
 
 
 
APOLOGIES: 

Mark Adamson, Project Director (OPW) 
John Martin, Project Manager (OPW) 
Oliver Nicholson (OPW) 
Richard Kellagher (HR Wallingford) 
 
 
 

 

 

1.     minutes of last meeting 

NOTES 
- The memorandum of understanding has still not been received from Michael Caden. The reason for this is 

that in the MOU, the date for commencement stated was not the same date as the award. This was 
amended by RK and passed on to Michael Caden. 

- The agreed ranges for the depth mapping are as follows: 
0.05 – 0.1 1.0 – 1.5 
0.1 – 0.25 1.5 – 2.0 
0.25 – 0.5 2.0 + 
0.5 – 1.0  

- OPW met with Dublin City Council to discuss the issue of losses rates to sewers. 
- JM has sent the 1:1000 year DDF figures to RK. 
- JM to send the colour palette for the rainfall depth legend to RK today. 
- RK has sent through the cost for running different infiltration/losses rates.  
- The strip of flooding identified along the coastline is to be “masked” out. The masking will be 30-50 metres 

wide. 
- Areas where water is shown at the hydrometric area outline is caused by the differences between the way 

the catchment boundaries are defined by the new digital height model Vs the existing OSI DTM. 

• JM to send the colour palette for the rainfall depth legend to RK today. 
 

2.     Contract 

NOTES 
- CVO 1. – Analysis of 3 urban drainage systems in IWCS and RFSM (€10,000) 
- The three areas that were chosen for the study were Swords, North Docklands, and Rathmines & Pembroke. 
- In the IWCS model, flooding only occurs from manholes outwards.  
- By carrying out this study, it will help in the more detailed Stage II of the FRAM Studies. 
- We will be testing the 20mm/hr losses rate. 
- This work will incur a delay of 1 week to the overall programme. 

 
- CVO 2. – Additional pilot runs, Property counts (€7,250) 
- This involves two separate pieces of work. Additional Pilot Runs (€2,750) and the property counts (€4,500). 
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- CVO 3. – Additional run of 1 hour duration (€5,000) 
- An additional duration will be run, that of the 1 hour duration rainfall. 

 
- The necessary adjustment was made to the MOU and it was passed on to Michael Caden 
- It was decided to hold off on the National runs until the IWCS/RFSM comparison had been run. 
- Invoicing for the additional work will be due once they are delivered. 

 
 

 

3.     OPW Data 

NOTES 
- On the subject of clarification of EAD, if there are still damages at the 3yr return period, force them to zero. 
- OPW agreed that they would agree with John Chattertons views on any FHRC issues that may arise. 
- The floor level thresholds for damages will be 200mm for residential, and 0mm for commercial. 

 

 

4.     Rainfall Output 

NOTES  

Warnings 
- The warnings regarding the 1:1000 year rainfall should be used, as per John Martins email containing the 

“health warning”. 
 

 

5.     Basins Preparation 

NOTES  

- We are to hold off running the model for each basin until there is concrete guidance on the losses to sewers. 

 

6.     Pilots 

NOTES  

˘ It was agreed that we will run three pilot areas in Dublin, (i) Docklands, (ii) Rathmines and Pembroke (iii) 
Swords 

˘ The EAD will be shown using an orange/red colour palette (sent on by JM during the meeting). 
˘ For the EAD, we will use a 100m gride square size, along with the damage probabilities range split into 20 

percentile divisions.  
 

 

7.     Programme and project risks 

NOTES  
˘ Deadlines have eased a little due to JM leaving and that Pluvial flooding will not be included in the FRAM 

studies for now. 
˘ OPW will allow a further one week delay in order to carry out the InfoWorks/RFSM comparison. 

 

 

8.     Project Report 

NOTES  
˘ HRW shall flag any issues that require clarification in a proactive manner and will state an expected date for 

OPW to deal with the request. 
˘ RK to send on the template layout for the final report. 
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9.     Other Business/ summary of Decisions and Actions 

NOTES  

˘  

ACTION ITEMS 
PERSON 
RESPONSIBLE 

DEADLINE 

 
 
 
 

 

10.     Next Meeting 

NOTES  

˘ No further meetings are envisaged before delivery of the final outputs. 

ACTION ITEMS 
PERSON 
RESPONSIBLE 

DEADLINE 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
____________________________ 

Oliver Nicholson 

12/04/’10 
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Appendix 9  Technical note on the calculation of 
EAD 

1. Introduction 

The following note describes the methods used to calculation Expected Annual Damage 
for the project MAR4572 National Pluvial Screening Project for Ireland. 
 
The methodology is based on the “The Benefits of Flood and Coastal Risk 
Management: A Manual of Assessment Techniques” (Flood Hazard Research Centre, 
2005), often referred to as the Multi Coloured Manual (MCM). It closely matches the 
methods used for the National Flood Risk Assessments of England and Wales and was 
calculated using some of the tools developed previously within the Risk Assessment for 
Strategic Planning of Flood and Coastal Defence (RASP) research and application. 
 
The aim of this note is to provide a clear statement of methodology that is easy to 
follow and reproduce. It should enable the assumptions underpinning the risk results to 
be understood by users of the data such that they can ensure the data are fit for purpose 
and are used appropriately.  
 

2. Risk Assessment Methodology 

2.1. FLOOD DEPTHS 

2.1.1. Source of flood depth data 

Maximum depth grids for a number of return periods were used for the flood depth data 
within the economic assessment. The maximum depths were calculated from a range of 
rainfall intensity events for each return period, using the RFSM method to spread the 
rainfall with the catchment basins. The data were in database tables representing depths 
on a regular grid of 10m resolution for each of the 87 basins. 

2.2. PREPARATION OF THE PROPERTY DATA 

2.2.1. Filtering and cleaning of property data  

HRW were provided by OPW with a copy of  AnPostGeoDirectory, a definitive 
reference directory of addresses in Ireland with accurate postal and geographic 
addresses. 
 
With reference to the GeoDirectory Technical Guide, the following rules were 
observed; 
 
1. The base unit of the data are buildings. Each building can be made up of 

zero, one or more postal addresses. 
2. The field “Invalid” in the Buildings Table signifies whether a building 

address is accurate and has been verified by AN Post.    
 
The property data were cleaned according to the above rules. In particular; 
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1. Where a building had more than one residential address point – 
‘RESIDENTIAL_DELIVERY_POINTS’ > 1, it was copied so that each 
delivery point was considered as a single property. 

2. Where a building had more than one commercial address point – 
‘COMMERCIAL_DELIVERY_POINTS’ > 1, it was copied so that each delivery 
point was considered as a single property 

3. Where a building was flagged as “Invalid” = True, then it was removed from 
the analysis.  (65 buildings) 

4. Where a building was flagged as “Under Construction” = True, or “Holiday 
home” = True, then it was treated as normal. 

5. Residential buildings were classified as below.  Where a 
‘BUILDING_TYPE_ID’ was not present an average floor area and value 
was taken. 

 
AnPostGeoDirectory Building Type 

DETACHED 
SEMI-DETACHED 
TERRACED 
DUPLEX 
BUNGALOW 

 

2.2.2. Non-residential Property codes 

The values of Non residential properties in the AnPostGeoDirectory were calculated 
using the MCM codes.  Each Non residential building with a ‘GROUP_ID’ and a 
‘GROUP_TYPE_ID’ had an equivalent MCM code.  For all other non-residential 
properties an average area and value was taken. 
 
The following MCM codes were used 
 

GROUP_TYPE_ID NAME MCM MCMname 
1 TERRACE  Res 
2 INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 410 Warehouse 
3 SHOPPING CENTRE 211 High Street Shop 
21 APARTMENT COMPLEX  Res 

22 EDUCATIONAL CAMPUS 610 
School University 
College 

26 BUSINESS PARK 310 Office (non specific) 
41 HOSPITAL 660 Hospital 
42 NURSING HOME 625 Residential Home 

61 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING & 
EMPLOYMENT 610 

School University 
College 

63 COURT 680 Law Court 
66 HALTING SITE 513 Caravan/Site 
83 FLAT COMPLEX  Res 
103 HOUSING ESTATE  Res 
121 SHELTERED HOUSING 512 Boarding House 

201 SCHOOL 610 
School University 
College 

221 TOWNLAND   
222 MOBILE HOME PARK 513 Caravan/Site 
241 SPORTS COMPLEX 523 Sports/Leisure Centre 
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GROUP_TYPE_ID NAME MCM MCMname 
261 URBAN AREA   
282 TOWNHOUSES  Res 
303 PRIVATE ESTATE  Res 
404 RELIGIOUS ORGANISATION 690 Church 

423 COLLEGE 610 
School University 
College 

443 POWER GENERATION PLANT 960 
Electricity 
Hereditament 

483 GROUP OF DETACHED HOUSES  Res 
503 SHOPPING COMPLEX 213 Super/Hyperstore 
524 HOLIDAY HOMES 515 Self catering unit 

525 
COMMERCIAL_RESIDENTIAL 
DEVELOPMENT  Res 

584 HOTEL COMPLEX 511 Hotel 
646 HERITAGE AND HISTORICAL 670 Museum 
663 FACTORY COMPLEX 820 Factory/Works/Mill 

2.2.3. Property Thresholds 

Measured doorstep thresholds were not available for properties. During this study, the 
following default threshold values have been applied to all properties; 
 
• Residential properties; 0.2m above Impact Cell ground level 
• Non-residential properties; 0.0m above Impact Cell ground level 

2.2.4. Assignment of Property to Model Impact Cells 

The properties have been spatially assigned to the corresponding Impact Cell by 
matching the property grid references with the Impact Cell grid references using SQL 
queries within the economics pre-processing databases for each catchment. 

2.2.5. Production of Impact Cell Depth Damage curves 

Once the properties were assigned to the corresponding Impact Cells, a procedure was 
undertaken to calculate the total damage per depth for all residential and non-residential 
property in the Impact Cell. This procedure was performed using the RASP Pre-
Processing tool described in Section 2.4 and was undertaken to optimise the calculation 
of damage per cell in each event. 

2.3. ECONOMICS 

2.3.1. Depth versus damage relationships 

Depth Damage Curves from the Multi-Coloured Manual (MCM) were used to provide 
the breakdown of costs associated with flooding to building fabric and contents for 
residential and commercial properties. The MCM tables for fresh water flooding have 
been used. The calculations assume flood damage per square metre of floor space and 
have been applied using average floor space by property type. 
 
The most recent MCM data are specific to Mid 2005. The Consumer Price Index is used 
to adjust the costs to December 2009. Since the MCM tables provide the component 
breakdown of damage, it has been possible to apply the 2005 to 2009 adjustment by 
component, these are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1 - The CPI conversion from 2005 to Dec 2009 applied by MCM component. 
 
CPI Item Applied to 

MCM 
Component 

CPI Index 
July 2005 

CPI Index 
Dec 2009 

Adjustment 
factor applied 
to MCM 

Housing, Water, 
Electricity, Gas 
and Other Fuels 
 

Residential 
Building 
Fabric 
Damage 

119.6 90.2 0.7542 

Furnishings, 
Household 
Equipment and 
Routine 
Maintenance of the 
House 

 

Residential 
Inventory 
Damage 

95.4 91.8 0.9623 

All Items 
 

Commercial 
Property 

111.3 100.6 0.9039 

 
The MCM quotes damage in GB pounds. These have been converted to Euro using the 
2009 PPP Exchange rate from GBP to EURO = 1.1214. 

2.3.2. Risk calculation 

To determine the flood risk expressed as (expected annual damages (EAD)) it is 
necessary to integrate the damages arising over the range of return periods analysed.  To 
do this analysis a standard trapezoidal integration procedure is used (Equation 1), also 
see Figure 1: 
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Where: 
 

 

c= economic consequence for a single flood event 

L= Random variable for pluvial flood event 

l= d event 

R= Impact cell flood risk (expected annual damage) 
  

The loading levels are typically expressed in terms of return period.  For this project 
return periods of 5, 10, 30, 50, 100 ,1000 were used.  The annual non –exceedence 
probability of the specified loading levels is derived through the consideration of the 
number of events per year (Equation 2): 
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Where n is the number of events per year.  In the case of this project the number of 
(potential) events per year is the number of discrete 3 hour periods in one year.  This is 
based on the assumption that 3 hour duration events are more critical in urban areas. 
 
Analysis of equation 1 and 2 yields the probability weightings for each return period 
that are shown in Table 1.  This makes the assumption of no flooding at 3 year return 
periods and below. 
 
Return period Weighting from 

integration 
procedure 

3 0.72 
5 0.16 

10 0.08 
30 0.02 
50 0.01 

100 0.01 
1000 0.002 

 
 

 
 

2.4. SOFTWARE 

2.4.1. Economic pre-processing 

The software tools used to prepare the property data in readiness for the calculation of 
damage in any given flood event are; 
 
• ArcMap – The properties were added into a table for each discrete Basin.  
• Microsoft Access – Each property was assigned to it’s Impact Cell using SQL 

queries to match the eastings and northings 
• RASP Economics Pre-Processing tool – all properties per cell were processed in 

conjunction with their MCM depth damage curve to produce a residential and non-
residential depth damage curve for each Impact Cell 

Return period 

Mid point of return periods used in 
trapezoidal integration 

Return period at 
which flood is 
simulated 
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2.4.2. Event Damage calculator 

For each return period, the event damage calculation tool was run to accrue the flood 
damage costs associated with the maximum depth for each Cell. 

2.4.3. Calculation of EAD 

The EAD was calculated using SQL queries within Microsoft Access to calculate the 
sum of the product of event damages with the corresponding return period factors, as 
described above in section 2.3.2. 
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